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Fitzgerald goes from computer dud to city
stud after becoming Harrisonburg's
new mayor.
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Men's soccer defeats Red Flash in season
opener in JMU I Comfort Inn invitational.

"Slam'' poets from the HBO series "Russell
Simmons' Def Poetry Jam" bring rhymes as
performance art to Grafton-Stovall.

James Madison University
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Sterilization
key to safe tattoos, piercings

New dining options spice up food court

BY JANE MCHUCH

KAREN KlIPEUAN/«tf(*«o«TvA»r

Ttw Sushi Exchange Is on* of the new dining options at ths
Festival, along with Home Zone and Fortune Cookie Cafe.

news editor and
contributing writer
With more seating, dining
variety and a new game room,
the Festival is doing its best to
live up to its name.
"Ifs still the same old
FestivaL just with a new twist,"
senior Ben Schumin said. "This
is my third year going to the
Festival regularly, and I like the
changes."

Three new shops have been
added to the food court — Sushi
Exchange, Home Zone and
Fortune Cookie Cafe — and a
well-equipped game room
downstairs gives students a
new excuse for a study break.
Deli and dessert lovers need
not panic. All the offerings from
last year an' still there, as are the
same prices.
Another addition to the
College Center was the installa-

— Robbin Hartman
co-owner, Painted Lady Tattoos and
Brjdy Piercings
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TRAVIS aJNOENHSL/Knur pSounraphtr
Sophomore Matt LsZotta runs the option on a night where the Dukes produced 418 yards of offense, but tumbled five times.

Comeback falls short
Dukes rally late but run out of time in loss to Pirates
BY DREW WILSON

sports editor
On paper, there was no
contest. The Dukes statistically crusheu No. 24
Hampton University in
almost every category.
)MU had 418 total offensive yards to Hampton's
150, 24 first downs to
Hampton's six and held
the ball for almost 10 minutes longer.
But the game was played
on the Held, and despite a

valiant comeback, JMU fell
just short and simply ran
out of time after rallying
from a 31-7 deficit in' the
third quarter. The Pirates
held on, winning the season
opener 31-28 Saturday at
Bridgeforth Stadium.
JMU led the one category
it didn't want to: fumbles.
"We lost the game
because we turned the ball
over," coach
Mickey
Matthews said. "I thought
we used up a lot of energy

Student recounts
fellowship in Israel
BY BECKY PORTER

staff writer
On July 31, just four days
before his much-anticipated trip
to Israel, senior Jose Gonzalez
heard the news.
A large bomb had exploded in a crowded cafeteria at
Hebrew
University
in
Jerusalem. Seven people
were killed, five of whom
were Americans.
An international affairs
ma|or, Gonzalez had been
selected to participate in an
undergraduate fellowship program aimed at preventing terrorism by the Foundation for
•he Defense of Democracies, a
non-partisan, nun-profit think
lank based in Washington. D.C.
The program included a 17-day
•rip to Israel in August.

see FESTIVAL, page 5

BY COLLEEN SCHOM

If someone is not using
sterilized equipment,
[there is] a risk of
getting an
infectious disease.

set EXPERTS, page 5

tion of JMad's Sports Lounge on
the first floor. The lounge, which
includes a Playstation 2, a big
screen television and pool
tables, also has been getting
positive feedback.
"I don't even live in Potomac
or Chesapeake, but I have gone
up to IMad's to play pool with
some of my friends," freshman
Steve Porto said. "I wish we had

Two VPs
retire after
20 years

Dukes walk the plank

_46

"If someone is not using
sterilized equipment [there is]
a risk of getting an infectious
disease," she said.
Fortunately, according to
Mark Greene, a tattooist at
Alley Cat Tattoo and Body
Piercing Studio, if proper sterilization techniques are used,
customers do not need to be
worried about diseases. "As
long as [the studio] uses autoclave sterilization equipment,
you really don't run into any
problems," he said.
Autoclave sterilization kills
any germs, bacteria and viruses
by means of heat, steam and
pressure. In fact, according to
Hartman. it is the only equipment that kills Hepatitis and
AIDS viruses. While liquid
sterilization may be used in
some studios, they are not nearly as effective, Hartman said.
Apart from using autoclave
sterilization, Greene said a professional studio should have its
autoclave tested often to ensure
that it is operating properly.
Documentation of this testing
should be available for customers, either posted on the
walls or available somewhere
else in the store, Greene said.
Because there are currently
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Festival adds flavor
BY DAVID CLEMENTSEN
AND JORDAN HOLT

senior writer
Whether if s an artsy design
on the lower back, a Chinese
character on the arm or a colorful charm dangling from the
naveL tattoos and piercings are
a favorite among college students. But before strolling into
the closest or cheapest studio,
there are certain health issues to
be aware of.
Yet. according to Robbin
Hartman. co-owner of Painted
Lady Tattoos and Body
Piercing, customers feel monetary considerations are minor
when it comes to issues such
as sterilization in a studio.
"A lot of times kids don't
care [about sterilization!,"
Hartman, said. "They're just
out for the best price."

Partly cloudy

"After the university bombing, they (FDD) had to determine whether we were going to
go," Gonzalez said. There were
great security risks and threats
involved because Americans are
easy targets.
"It goes to show the resolve
and commitment of the program," he said.
President of FDD Cliff May,
described the fellowship in a
press release as "an opportunity for an elite group of students
to become educated on the historical, cultural, philosophical
and ideological factors that
drive terrorism and how to best
eradicate it."
As part of the year-long FDD
fellowship Gonzalez said he
plans to help create awareness
see STUDENT, pane 5
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coming

SaU"d»y back. We
Hampton got so far
3}

behind,
those
J
kids used
28 up a lot of
energy
coming
back, and we had them out
with cramps. We just
turned the ball over. It's
simple, you just don't turn
the ball over."
The Dukes coughed up
IMI

I

MU

the ball five times with the
Pirates recovering three of
them, including one for a 17yard touchdown.
"Hampton did a great
job of not turning the ball
over," Matthews said.
"Their defense did a nice
job doing something with
it. It was just Christmas
morning for their team
and they took advantage
of it."
see FUMBLES, page 14

contributing writer
After each dedicating over
20 years to serving JMU, two
vice presidents will be retiring
within the next few months.
Robert Scott and Barbara
Castello "have done so very
much in recent years to lead our
university to the prominent
position it now enjoys," JMU
President Linwood Rose stated
in a letter to faculty and staff.
"Each has been an integral part
of JMU for many years: Dr.
Castello for 24 years and Dr.
Scott for 20."
For the past 10 years
Castello has been secretary to
the Board of Visitors and also
currently works as vice president for University Relations
and External Programs. For the
last four years Scott has headed
IMU's divWon of tnnntuttonal
Effectiveness, which encourages proper planning and efficiency in JMU's operations,
according to Rose's letter.
When Scott came to JMU in
1982 he served as vice president
for Student Affairs, a position
beheld for 16years. During that
time, he saw many changes
and remembers when "the new
campus across 1-81 was a com
field." Scott also has served as
the vice president for Academic
Affairs and the vice president
for Administration and Finance.
In 1968, Scott assumed the
position of vice president for
institutional Effectiveness. "Dr.
Rose wanted to bring our attention to the importance of JMU
being effective and efficient in the
use of our resources," Scott said.
According to Scott after a 39year career in higher education,
"I feel this is a good time to move
to the next stage of my life."
Castello came to JMU in
1978 as the director of the
Anthony-Seeger
Campus
School. As vice president for
University
Relations
&
External Programs, Castello
worked to enhance the reputation of JMU to the public. Last
May, Castello helped organize
the celebration of James
Madison's 250th birthday.
Castello could not be
reached for comment.

ROTC interns at Pentagon
Four students get
unique experience
BY SARAH SHAHMORADIAN

PHOTO COURTESY OF

Senior Jose Gonzalez (right)
shakes hands with the mayor
of Jerusalem, Ehud Olmert
during his fellowship In Israel.

mmm

contributing writer
Four ROTC students did
something this summer that
usually only those involved
with the Army for a decade
get to do — they worked at
the Pentagon.
It started with an e-mail
from ROTC Colonel Nick
Swayne. He told seniors Don
Lane, Brittany Lloyd Woods,
Andrew Oh and Chnstopher
Shepherd about the opportunity to work at the I*entagon
over the summer and they
jumped on it.
They turned out to be four of
the 22 applicants accepted into the
Pentagon internship program.
so- ROTC, page 5

PHOTO COURTESY OF Anrfm. Oh
Senior Andrew Oh la one of four JMU ROTC students who
Interned at the Pentagon. Oh worked In Force Development.
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DUKE DAYS EVENTS CALENDAR

OPINION

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 3

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 5

• Sept. 3 - cw. 9. New Image Galley Exhibit noon to 5 p.m..
Monday Thursday and noon to 4 p.m., Friday and Saturday,
Zirklc House. ~12th Annual New Images Exhibition: A Juried
Photo Competition tor the Mid-Atlantic States," juned by Mary
Anne Redding, executive director of The Light Factory in
Charlotte, N.C; free .uimisMon

• "How to Start a Small Business" workshop, 6:30 to 830
p.m.. Small Business Development Center Office, 1598 S.
Main St. Explore the many aspects of business ownership,
learn the necessary steps to launch a business and receive
resources to guide decisions; to register, call the SBDC office
at x8-3227; free admission

• The Swing Dana- Club is having an informational meeting at
» p.m. in the lower level of the Festival. No partner or experience is needed and there will be dance demonstrations. I essons
begin Sept 10. Contact |es at stmjiso;/ with any questions.

TO SUBMIT A DUKE DAY EVENT:
F-mail Khalil of The Breeze at garriokp with the information
(event, date, location, contact info, etc.)

• JMU Faculty Recital. 8 p.m., Wilson Hall Auditorium,
Wanchi Huang presents violin selections; free admission

Please submit by Friday for a Monday issue and Tuesday
for a Thursday issue.
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WEATHER

BY SHARON BLEAKNEY

point1 log reporter

Today
Partly Cloudy

Warren Campus Center was reportedly broken into between 6:15 p.m. Aug
28 and 6.10 p.m. Aug. 29. The rear
entrance of the adjacent loading dock
had been tampered with, and the
glass inset of the door was removed
by prying at the molding The incident
currently is under investigation
In other matters, campus police
report the following:
Petty Larceny
• An unknown person removed a commuter parking decal from a vehicle in
C-10 lot Aug 27 between 8 and 9 a.m
• A JMU staff member reported larceny of a hang tag from a gym bag in
the Bridgeforth weight room Aug. 27
between 4 and 9:30 pm.

Underage Possession of Alcohol
• Mark M Hortow. 19, of Reston, was
charged with underage possession of
alcohol in the Convocation Center
parking lot Aug 25 at 12:30 a.m.

High 87 Low 63
High

• A JMU student was judicially referred
for underage possession of alcohol in
Potomac Hall Aug. 30 at 2 a.m.
Recovery of Stolen Property
• A stolen bike was recovered at PC
Dukes Aug 27 at 1.08 pm

Del Poetry Jam

11

East meets west in Wilson

11
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11
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11

September movie preview
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Number of drunk in public charges
since Aug 26: 2

DOW JONES
3.22
dose 2 473 13

Number of parking tickets issued
between Aug. 19 and Aug. 25: 45
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dose 1.314.85
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CLASSIFIEDS
How to place a dassrfied: Come to The Breeze
office weekdays between 6 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Cost: $3.00 for the first 10 words, $2 for each
addrtional 10 words; boxed classified, $10
per column inch.
Deadlines: noon Friday lor Monday issue, noon
Tuesday for Thursday issue.
Classifieds must be paid in advance in The
Breeze office

JMU Approved.. lACard Merchant... Pay with your lACard
Candle's Spa

433-3322

THE LOOK

and

564 - 2770
Siime daj appointments available

Professional
HAIRSTYLINC -TANNING • NAILS • DAY SPA 1 MASSAGE

OPEN TO NEW PATIENTS

Tan for Entire
School Year »'*<•

Most insurance is accepted
Women's Medicine - Pediatrics - Osteopathic Manipulation - Sports Medicine
Adult Medicine - Accidents - Allergy/Skin Problems - Complete Physicals-all ages
(540) 438-9292

1765 S. High Street (Next to Hood Lion on Sutuluq 42)

Come- ol Uivyfiit/ Bfcd
*id kaiarvoir Si
(Acrou from Shtaa)
Wilk«n Duuntt from
SonChan. Side Gju. Blue Ridta.
Potomit A Oienpaid*

Full Body
Massage*'0

10 Tanning Visits for
$30 and get £
more FREE

I 5". off Retail
with your

Highlights $50

FREE Soft Drink

'^Shampoo/CutiStyle $25

)AC.rv

with any
Hair Service

Harrisonburg Baptist Church
Join our College Ministry

Monday ■ Free Pool
Tuesday ■ Karaoke
( Wednesday - "Kiss Club at the Pub" OJ & Dancing
V^_ Thursday - Karaoke^^*
1950-A DEYERLE AVE. HARRISONBURG

CHECK US OUT ONUNE

Worship Service 11:00am
College Sunday School 9:45am
Weekly College Bible Study-Fellowship-Music Opportunities
Transportation Available
501 South Main Street • 2 blocks north of campus
433-2456 • www.harrisonburgbaptist.com

Al5ton5pub.com

c3unple J leasures ^al i
GREAT FOOD
REASONABLY PRICED

Now Open for Dinner
Friday & Saturday
New Hours:
Mon-Thurs 11-5
Fri&Sat 11-9

498 Um^tu )%d.
& (irntw [mm C ivJw

7Ur\ 7/™/ /U
564-2988

4JU+ ,*»9«dPU i*

®

The B.destones, Exit 245. litoHymn, Low Key, The Madison Prelect.
Note-Orietv. and The Overtones
Far mere InftrmaUM. sea Mr tablet at Stamen OrgaalzatlMi NlaUt
er call «*M at 4314999
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NEWS
BY JEN MICHAELS

The Cavalier Daily
The blood supply across
Central Virginia is dwindling,
which could lead to serious
consequences for patients
needing transplants or elective surgery.
Elective surgery is a nonemergency procedure such
as hip replacement or knee
surgery.
Virginia Blood Services will
ask its hospitals to cancel elective surgeries next week if donations do not increase over the
weekend.
said
Wendi
Snowbcrgcr, director of donor
recruitment for VBS.
"The current blood supply is
not very good," said Pamela
Clark, associate director for
blood bank and transfusion
services at University Medical
Center and medical director for
VBS. "It's a long holiday weekend, and the problem is that
there's a lot of trauma and a lot
of iHBjphnli"
VBS provides all blood
for the Richmond area and
much of Central Virginia,
including the University
Medical Center and Martha
Jefferson Hospital.
According to Clark, VBS had
27 units of type O-negative
blood in store and 29 units in
process yesterday. University
Medical Center tries to maintain
a 50-unit minimum of O-negative blood, but only had 19 units
available Wednesday.
"We need all blood

types," Clark said. "We're
really low."
New Food and Drug
Administration
restrictions on donor eligibility
are hurting the blood supply, as many
regular
donors suddenly
have
been disqualified.
"Ifs a restriction based on
the
mad
cow
issue,"
Snowberger said.
Mad cow disease is
believed to be associated with
Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease, a
debilitating neurological disorder that affects humans. The
restrictions were phased in
over the summer months of
this year.
"Basically, anybody who has
lived out of the country for six
months or greater is indefinitely
deferred," she added.
Low blood supply over tlu*
Labor Day weekend also could
mean lost opportunities to perform organ transplants.
"During holidays, there's
an increased number of traffic
accidents, and organs become
available," Snowberger said.
"The organ can only live for
'X' amount of time, so that
organ needs to be implanted
into the recipient in a very
tight window of time."
Transplants require a
ready supply of donated
blood. The holiday weekend
means that more trauma victims may become available
as sources of organs, but
transplant candidates could

"We need all blood types.
We're really low."

>- Asians gain ground
U. of Minnesota group closer
to developing major in AsianAmerican studies

Va. hospitals suffer from
severe blood shortage
be passed over because of the
blood shortage.
Patients waiting for elective
surgery could find their surgeries postponed so the blood bank
can be tapped for more immedi,11,' cases
"If you're in trauma, that
can't wait," Clark said. "If
you're dying and need a transplant, that can't wait. An elective surgery would be something like hip replacement. You
need to have it done, but it can
wait a week."
VBS encourages non-eligible donors and community and student organizations to establish volunteer
blood drives.
"Thafs the best way for a
successful blood drive to occur,
for a group to adopt a blood
drive and to help us recruit
donors," Snowberger said.
Interested groups and
volunteers can call VBS representatives Terry Atwater
and Nicole Simmons at (434)
977-8956.
VBS will hold its next
blood drive Sept. 3 and 4 at
the Primary Care Center of
the
University
Medical
Center in Charlottesville.
The last donor will be accepted at 3 p.m.
Snowberger said individuals who cannot donate
still can help alleviate the
blood shortage.
"We always need help on the
day of a blood drive,"
Snowberger said.
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PAMELA CLARK

medical director for Virginia
Blood Services

learning to fly

HELAYNE ShIDMAN/TV MtuMiKMi Pa*

Not all the students at the New York Trapeze School are battling a fear of heights. The
school offers classes for Intermediate acrobats, too. This fly bar was three stories high.

Asians work to get minor established at U. of Minnesota
BY KRISTINA TORRES

JEAN PIKRIAf /W #'...

Richard M. Lee, an assistant professor at the University of Minnesota, holds books that
will be used In a freshman seminar on the Asian-American experience.

St. Paul Knight Ridder
The University of Minnesotr
h*» CMcano suirtt—, AfricanAmerican studies, American
Indian studies and even
American studies, but it does
not have Asian-American studies. That is why Josephine Lee
jokes "we're kind of the last
food group, as it were."
Lee and several other faculty
members — working these last
four years as the Asian-American
Studies Initiative — will score a
victory this fall: Courses for the
first time will count toward an
anticipated new minor in AsianAmerican studies, which will be
offered through the American
studies department.
It is, they say, one step
toward an independent AsianAmerican studies program,
which exists at no college or university in Minnesota.
"Some might argue that we
could combine Asian-American
studies with a number of other
programs," Lee said.
"One of the issues with that:
There is always some kind of
confuskm of what's Asian and
what's Asian-American. And a
lot of that has to do with the
stereotype of the Asian as a perpetual foreigner."
Asian-American studies
was born out of student
protests
in
1969
in
California. More prevalent
on the two coasts, the idea
saw renewed interest in the
1990s with program expansions in California and new
programs established elsewhere,
including
the
University of WisconsinMadison and the University
of Texas-Austin.

"That was a challenging, least the 1980s.
And several Minnesota colvery political process because of
budget problems, or people leges and universities, including
Ice-hog CwwUi, arcn'l wv special- M.K .ltesU-l College-, SI. * lint
ized enough?'"said University College
and
St.
John's
of Minnesota psychology pro- University,
offer
Asianfessor Richard Lee, who taught American courses, too. But they
in Austin until 2000 and is a part never resulted in an independent program.
of the initiative here.
"I think the biggest obstaLee says administrators
have been supportive. And cle is snobbery," said P.
he says initiative members Richard Bohr, history profesare taking on small chunks sor and director of Asian
at
St.
John's.
of progress at a time studies
because they're all busy; "Traditional Asianists don't
most are either tenured or, want it in their department
like himself, seeking tenure because it's removed from
what they study."
in other departments.
But there is reason to think
momentum
for
AsianAmerican
studies
in
Minnesota will grow, because
/ think the biggest
the numbers are growing. The
obstacle is snobbery. state's population of people of
Asian descent — with roots
— P. Richard Bohr from India to Korea to the
director of Asian studies, Philippines - has nearly douSi. John's University bled, to 141,968, during the
past decade. The Hmong population alom hM exploded to
41,800, almost two times the
1990 total of 16,833.
According
to
Carolyn
Nayematsu, who works in the
Still. College of Liberal Arts multicultural and academic
Dean Steven Rosenstone calls it .itt.urs ortue Asian-American
undergrads on campus have
a "no-brainer."
"It's really coming from the increased steadily in the last 20
cn'.itiw juices of the faculty," yean from "the hundreds" to
Rosenstone said. "We have a some 2.500.
"It does matter greatly
growing, increasingly diverse
population of students Who to us. We want to be
have an interest in this — not included," said 21-yearold U. of Minnesota senior
just Asian-American students "
The minor should offi- Soo Moon.
14i' said, "|lt| gives me an
cially be on the books by
understanding of what hapspring semester
The university has offered pened in my life before I really
courses
with
Asi.m- had the tooLs to do tiiat growing
American themes since at up. Knowledge is power."

-66-
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Surly Eminem rules video music awards with five statuettes
BY ISAAC GUZMAN

New York Daily News
A sullen Eminem walked off
as the big winner Thursday night
at pop music's flashiest event —
MTV's Video Music Awards.
The foul-mouthed rapper
picked up five "m<x>n man"
statuettes at Radio City Music
Hall, including one for Video of
the Year for "Without Me," the
clip in which he portrays a hotstepping Osama bin Laden. But
if there's such a thing as a sore
winner, Detroit's finest was it
Each time he won an award,
Eminem glared into the camera
And when Triumph the Insult
Comic Dog tried to interview

him, his bodyguards blocked
the wisecracking hand puppet.
To make matters worse, while
accepting the Best Male Video
award, the man bom Marshall
Mathers lit into a bespectack.'d
Moby, whom he also mocked on
his latest album, the multi-platinum 'T'mincm Show."
"I don't know what to say,
that little Moby girl threw me
out of mv game," Eminem said,
prompting the majority of the
audience to boo him. "Keep
booing, little girl. I will hit a man
with glasses."
It «.\s the only controversy
during an otherwise straightforward, if irreverent, night. The

big surprise was a show-closing
appearance by Axl Rose and his
revamped Guns N' Roses. The
heavy metal icon has spent
more than a decade trying to
release his next album.
The normally reclusne star
performed
the
classics
"Welcome to the Jungle" and
"Paradise City." Between those
two, he sandwiched a new
song, which described a man
who has drifted so far from
shore that he can't get back.
Afterwards, MTV newsman Kurt Loder asked Rose if
fans would be seeing the new
album, "Chinese Democracy,"
any time soon. "You'll see it,"

Rose said. "But I don't know if 'ci.ins who are the channel's
biggest stall
s,»'n' is the word."
Host Jimmy Fallon got the
Another key live moment
came when 'N Sync's Justin mixrkery started with an opening
number that saw him imit.itTimberlake made his solo
debut. He sang "Like I Love ing Eminem, Dave Matthews,
You" in front of a giant boom Avril Uivigne, Nelly and
Enrique Iglesias
box stage set.
When fallon fell down on the
If anyone thought the folks
at MTV have been taking the stage and claimed to haw run
VMAs too seriously, Thursday out of inspiratiixi, James Brown
night's installment quickly made a surprise appearance and
motivated him to carry on.
ended
such
speculation
Although the program began Moments later, a leather-clad
Spears
presented
with Bruce Springsteen's rous- Britney
ing rendition of his Sept. 11- Michael Jackson with both a
inspired song "The Rising," it birthd.n take and .in Artist <>l
quickly devolved inU, a show the Millennium" award.
After Jackson thanked God,
that made fun of the very musi-

his parents and magician David
Blaine, Fallon immediately
announced that he was going to
be accepting his own Artist of
the Millennium award, since
"they're giving them out backstage and everyone is getting
one." Then Fallon really stuck
the knife In.
"Doesn't Michael Jackson
lixik great for 44?" he said. "But
between you and me, 1 think
he's had some work done."
Among odier winners, indie
rock band White Stripes was
runner-up to Eminem. The
group won throe categories, and
I'ink and No Doubt both won
two awards.
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Hair Corral

Side
Barber Shop^YTStyling Salon
$6.00 Haircuts For Men and Women
Specializing in Flat-Tops, High & Tights, Cornrowing, Twisting,
Highlights, Foiling, Perms, and all your styling needs

Lu»ury 4 Bedroom Apartments
Indiuidual Bathrooms
fluiesome Clubhouse and Pool
HigHpeed Internet
24-Hour
Business [enter
Spacious Balconies
and Much, Much More...

LEASING STARTS SOON!!
DON'T MISS OUT ON YOUR
CHANCE TO LIVE THE GOOD
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ROTC students learn ropes at Pentagon
ROTC, from page 1
"They had spaces, and there
wasn't that much of a selection
process — we were just quick
to pounce on the opportunity,"
Oh said.
Oh and Lane said they
gained an insider's point of
view into the Army before actually choosing it as a definite
career path.
The internship program
allowed the interns to 9ign up
for a particular field of interest
from the 12 available. Shepherd
chose Public Relations, Lane
chose Program Analysis &
Evaluation and Oh chose Force
Development. The four worked
from 7:45 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. on
their respective duties each day.
Oh dealt with field utility and
weapons systems in the same

department which handled the
Crusader missile system, the socalled "smart gun."
lane mostly did research. "I
was given projects to work on
and was in charge of piecing
together information briefs. The
officers had no idea what was
going on. I needed to get the
info and organize it," Lane said,
surprised that he was able to
work at such a high level of
responsibility.
Lines between ranks were
blurred as the four were
exposed to different officers in
different areas of service. "Itwas
interesting that higher-ranking
officials
were
somewhat
depending on me," Lane said.
Oh explained that this was
probably because they were
united in working for a com-

mon cause. "In some cases, the
subject matter expert could be a
lowest ranking officer in the
room," Oh said.
Lane said he was surprised
to find himself behind an office
desk during an Army job. "I
found out how it was behind
the office desk — not the most
common perception of the
army," Lane said.
Office work was one of the
main characteristics of a
Pentagon job which made it
distinct from ROTC campus
training at )MU. "There's a
very different atmosphere on
campus and on military post,"
Lane said. "At the Pentagon,
it's less of a field or learning
environment."
Lane and Oh said they also
were surprised how accessible

the top brass was. "One day,
the doors to the office of the
chief of staff of the Army and
the secretary of the Army were
open," Oh said. "We just
walked in and asked for an
appointment, and we got one.
You would think that that's
something you just can't do in
the Pentagon."
Oh said he found the layout
of the Pentagon complicated
and sometimes illogical, with
the Army and Navy offices
scattered throughout the
building
complex.
"The
Pentagon
resembles
the
Titanic, where it takes a lot of
effort to change the course of
the ship," Oh said, adding that
with all the workers in the
building, tasks are complicated and time consuming.
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Experts
give tattoo,
piercing
advice

Lane added, "It's like a
small city inside."
Lane
said he enjoyed
being placed with higherlevel military officials. "It
gave us a good glimpse of
what we might be doing later
on, or at least shows us the EXPERTS, from page 1
no licensing laws regulating I.it
option," Lane said.
According to Oh, "The tooists or piercers, Hartman
said
she emphasizes that it is
biggest benefit was being able
to ask the experiences of the important to be aware of the
Army at different levels. They amount of experience the artist
all had different back- has. "People can tell you that
grounds. Some had been to they have 'X' amount of years
Italy, Korea, Germany. We experience, but what [contalked to them and got first- sumers] need to do is really look
hand answers rather than just at the tattooist or piercer's portreading it in a brochure ..we folio," Hartman said. "If they
don't have one, I'd be really
got the truth."
Brittany
Woods
and leery of (the studio)."
Concerning the general work
Christopher Shepherd could not
be reached for comment.
environment, Greene said cleanliness is key. "If |the studio)
doesn't look hospital clean, don't
mess with it"
In addition, according to
Hartman, it is standard that professional shops give oral instructions and handouts explaining
how to care for the tattoo or
occurred and the wall that piercing. It is important that peodivides the Jewish and Arab ple follow these instructions to
sections of the city.
help avoid infection.
"I was amazed to see that
One way to avoid an infecthe citizens of Jerusalem were tion on the piercing site is to be
carrying on and refusing to give sure that the piercer uses surgiinto the fear of terrorism," cal-grade stainless steel jewelry,
Gonzalez said.
Greene said. Hartman said if a
Gonzalez returned to the tattoo is your choice of body art,
United States Aug. 20, just six do not allow any needles, ink or
days before classes started at inkcaps to be reused.
JMU, with a "new perspective
According
to
on the world."
www.WebMD.com, tattoos can
Gonzalez said he plans to take up to two weeks to heal.
bring in speakers throughout Additionally, some blood and
the year and serve as the stu- other fluid may ooze from the
dent expert on issues involv- tattoo site for up to 24 hours.
ing terrorism.
As for as body piercings, the
"I am very pleased that I site says that healing time varies
have been given the chance to anywhere from three weeks to
study terrorism and how it nine months and that it is nordirectly threatens democracies mal for the site initially to be
all over the world and that I will swollen and have some fluid or
be able to educate my fellow blood draining from it.
peers on this very big problem,"
Some people still prefer
Gonzalez said.
being extra cautious, though.
Gonzalez said he found out "Even though I knew my |tatabout the fellowship through tooist) really well, 1 made sure
an advertisement in The Breeze that all of the sterilization was
last February. For more infor- autoclave and ... that everymation on the Foundation for thing was opened in front of
the Defense of Democracies, me," said senior Sandy Ting,
visit wwxo.defenddemocracy.org. who has six tattoos and a
The Web site also includes an pierced tongue. "Don't be afraid
application for the fellowship. to ask questions."

Festival goes Far East Student combats terrorism

FESTIVAL, from page I
something like this in the Village."
The Festival has gone Far
Eastern with one of its new food
choices, the Sushi Exchange.
Early reviews from most students are giving the new tastes a
very enthusiastic thumbs up.
"I thought it was great," junior John Meleny said. "I've had
sushi before, and the stuff here
was as good as any place I've
been. I wasn't expecting much
but am pleasantly surprised. I
will most definitely have it
again and soon."
But some new selections, like
$8 sushi rolls, make it difficult to
leave without going through too
many dining dollars.
"Sushi's really taken off,"
production manager Michael
Jordan said. Unlike the other
sections. Sushi Exchange is contracted out through Aramark,
JMU's dining service provider,
so the workers ha ve m ore incen live to sell more from their shop.
Senior Kob Deaderick said
the changes have helped
improve the Festival.
"I hadn't been to the Festival
since I was a freshman living in
Potomac," Deaderick said. "I
hardly recognized the place.
Everything has changed in only

three years."
In addition to the sushi station. Fortune Cookie Cafe offers
Asian food like shrimp and noodles. Home Zone, with the slogan "comfort foods with a
twist,"
offers
chicken
dumplings, ribs, chicken-fried
steak, meatloaf, roast beef and
cream com. "The cream corn
was awesome," Schumin said.
The breakfast business has
doubled, according to Jordan.
The Festival now offers waffles.
French toast biscuits, pancakes
and made-to-order eggs.
According to Jordan, many
of the changes, like the addition
of sushi options, came about
because or students' suggestions in comment cards and dining services forums.
Sophomore Hillary Shields,
who was dining in the game
room, said carpet pool is her
favorite new addition. "It's off
the hook," she said.
With the increased selection has come bigger crowds.
"The lines this year have been
really long," sophomore
Angela Henderson said. "It's
always crowded."
Sophomore Stephanie Wood
added, "We have to wait in line
for 20 minutes to get our food."

STUDENT, from page I
among students at JMU about
terrorist threats directed at
America and allied democracies
across the globe. Currently, he is
planning a Sept. 11 memorial
service for the university.
After intense questioning
and inspections by airport security, Gonzalez and 26 other
undergraduate students from
across the nation boarded the
plane to Israel on Aug. 3.
The students were based at
Tel Aviv University where
they heard lectures from the
Ambassadors from India,
Turkey, Jordan and the United
States In addition, they listened to presentations from
military, intelligence and
political officials, as well as
academic experts in the field
of terrorism.
"It was really interesting to
get both sides of the story,"
Gonzalez said. "We got to see
how other democracies are
threatened by terrorism."
Outside of the university,
the group participated in a
variety of excursions to military bases and border positions. They visited the Israeli
Parliament and met with sever-

al Israeli government leaders.
While in Israel, Gonzalez
said that he felt very safe. He
was most impressed with how
the citizens of Israel were carrying on with their normal lives.

-6 6
We got to see how other
democracies are
threatened
by terrorism.
— Jose Gonzalez
senior
'They're not hiding under a
rock somewhere," he said.
"Despite the conditions over
there, it was comforting to see
that they're dealing with it.
They still take the bus; they go
to the mall," Gonzalez said.
Under the strict guidance
and supervision of chaperones and security escorts, the
group toured much of the
war-torn sections of Israel.
Gonzalez described the marketplace in Jerusalem, where
recent suicide bombings have

International Week is Coming
September 21-28

wwwjmu.edu/international/iweek2002
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"... the first instinct is to
ignore these opportunities to help the people
around us."

OPINION
HOUSE

sophomore
$ee column, below

EDITORIAL

ties to help the people around us.
Our schedules seem to be so
jam packed that we feel we
never will be able to pencil one
more moment for anything else,
especially if it doesn't serve our
GPA. However, we must
remember that even the small
things count. Volunteering at
the Little Grill for an hour or
two, dumping some spare
chaise into a good cause bin on
the commons or volunteering at
a charity fund raiser are all
forms of sen'ice.
Organizations like the
Boys and Girls club and the
Valley AIDS Network are
great places to donate time or

ADAM SHARP

•M houM editorial, below

Community service options available
As students, we an? often too
caught up in our school work
and social activities to truly give
something back to the community, or so we think.
Surprisingly, it is not that
hard to find an outlet for giving that can work around a
schedule. According to the
August 29 issue of The Breeze,
the Rockingham Volunteer
County Department of Fire
and Rescue seeks volunteers
who are willing to commit
any amount of time they
can. Even if it's only a few
hours one night a month, a
contribution still is greatly
appreciated.
According to the same issue
of The Breeze, Zane Showker
donated $1 million dollars to
clean up and help maintain
Blacks Run. Although SI million
is about a million times more
than the average college student
has to spare, small donations are
lust .is important.
However, the first instinct
often is to ignore these opportuni-

"... let me suggest that
you try to increase your
SQ, not your AQ. "

money for a good cause.
Many students and organizations already have taken
advantage of the opportunity
to give, but there always is
room for more.
Sometimes we need a little
more incentive to volunteer
and college provides these as
well. Many classes such as
SPED 200 require a certain
number of community service
hours to complete the course.
Community service sentencing
is common for drinking violations. Many clubs and organizations are required to do a certain amount of community
service to receive funding.

There is a reason that we as
college students are encouraged and required in some
cases to give service to a community. While studying in college, many of us are experiencing our first bout of independence. It is here where we
begin to develop habits that
we may carry through the rest
of our lives. We can make a
conscious effort now to make
community service a part of
our daily lives.
lust like brushing our teeth.
paying the bills and doing laundry, community service can
become just as much habit as
duty. It won't be a question of
whether it's worth it to help
someone else, it simply will be
part of our routine
Volunteering is just as much
a benefit to the volunteer ,is it is
the chosen service outlet. We
feel good about ourselves, Icam
something and for those still
not convinced it's worthwhile,
it's a little something to put on
your resume.

ADAM SHARP
BREEZE READER'S VIEW

Alternatives to
partying beneficial
OK, timeout. We have just
finished the first week of classes. As I write this I still am
hearing stories about students
who cannot find their classes
yet, especially those pesky 7:15
a.m. chemistry labs. More than
a couple of students have not
bought books yet, and that's
not counting those who never
buy books. Some professors
haven't even announced the
date of the first test. With all of
that in mind, there are advertisements for Spring Break trips
appearing in The Breeze. Isn't it
a little early to be thinking
about vacation?

Isn 't it a little
early to be
thinking about
vacation ?
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Ads manager
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At$t. style editor
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Online editor
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Darts A Pats are submitted anonvmoush
and printed on a space -awilabte basis
Submisuons are based upon one person s
of union of a given situation, person or event
and down necessarily reflect the truth
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Jessica Hanebury
Brenna Walton
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Drew Wilson
Dan Bowman
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Lauren York
Audrey William*
Laura Dean
Richard Tharp
Sarah StaniU
Theresa Sullivan
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Flip De Luca
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Pat...
A "you-jump-start-my-cngine" pat to
the three fabulous freshman boys who
helped me start my car on a rainy night.
From a silly junior who left her light- on
again and was two steps from walking home in
the rain if it wasn't for your kind rescue.

Dart...

EDITORIAL POLICY
The house editorial reflect* rhe opinion of the editorial hoard a » whole, and la not
necessarily the opinion ot any individual Man" itK-tnrvr ■ * ike Hreezt
l.iuorial Board:

I r.ivn ClinRcnpeel
Managiruj Edit."

Pats
E-mail darts and pats lo hrcc«dp<" 'hot mail com

"To the press alone, chequered as it is with abuses, the world is
indebted for all tlte triumpits wttich Itave been gained by
reason and humanity over error and oppression."
— fames Madison

Jeanine Uawjeski
Editor

see DIFFERENT, page 5

Darts

Th/fc reeze
I Jlh»

At first 1 laughed about the
fact that according to the
August 27 issue of the Daily
News-Record, The Princeton
Review placed JMU 15th in the
nation in a listing of colleges
where students don't study.
Not JMU, I thought, I know I
study a lot. Then after I got
past my self-righteous illusions, I added up all the hours
per week that I actually studied last year. I've now killed
those fantasies of me being an
extremely studious student
and am now prepared to at
least accept the likelihood that
the ranking may not have been
too far from the truth.
I can understand why people don't study. There are some
times that I don't want to think
about school. What I don't
understand is why people are
so quick to rum their brain off at
the end of the day or at the end
of the week. While leaving campus on the bus I often hear students making plans for the
evening none of which involve
close proximity to a book or any
studies. Most involve alcohol.
Monday is always an interesting day, usually since I wonder
whether I will read about anyone 1 know in the police log and
because my friends and classmates always can be counted on
ID provide colorful stories about
the
weekend's
activities.

Drinking always is mentioned.
I'm not questioning how
efficient alcohol is in turning
your brain off. As comedian
Robin Williams once remarked,
alcohol can turn any brain into
an Etch-a-Sketch. Maybe those
students who don't remember
what happened last night
shouldn't shake their heads so
often. Then again, depending
on what happened, you might
want to forget everything.
What does this have to do
with Spring Break? Alcohol
has become synonymous with
Spring Break. Some travel
companies have taken the
great concept of traveling
abroad and combined it with
the evolutionarily inane idea
of getting completely plastered. If anything, you should
want your brain to be working
perfectly when you travel,
especially if you are visiting
foreign cultures. The natural
beauty of exotic environments, unique architecture
and customs, interacting
with the native people — all
of these things are excellent
reasons to travel. I just don't
understand why anyone
would want to spend hundreds of dollars to travel to
Cancun just to spend every
morning conversing with
your new friend John in the
hotel bathroom.
Now don't get me wrong, I
think people should be thinking about Spring Break — in
December, though. When you
do get around to pondering
what you will do with that
one week in March, let me
suggest that you try to
increase your SQ, not your
AQ. Let me explain.
While many of my friends
headed to the beaches last year,
I ascended into the mountains.
While my classmates lounged
on towels on the warm sand, I
slept in a tent while temperatures fell below freezing. While
others played volleyball and
had drinking contests, I hiked
over 40 miles in four days
while trying to keep my water
in liquid form.
S«me of you may want to
know what kind of hallucinogenic drug I was on. I wasn't
on anything; every single one
of my nerves was operating
perfectly. I relinquished the

i Lmehury
lY' """ Editor
1

Letter-, to the editor nhould hr no more than 5C0 word*, column* should he
no mure than 1030 words, and ho«h will he published 011.1 space available
ham They must he delivered IB Thr Hreeje by n.««n Tuesday or 5 p m Friday.
The Breev reserves the right to edit fal cbril] and space.
The opinion* in thi* section do nor necessarily reflect the opinion of the
newspaper, this HatT, or James Madison Umvr 1

A "has-anyone-ever-hcard-of-breakfast''
dart to the bright ones of dining ser\ n-.
who choose not fa serve food between 10
and 11 a.m.
Sent in by a student who needs to eat breakfast before class and this is the only time.

Pat...
A "you've-got-a-lot-of-class" pat to all
the teachers that gave me overrides this
semester.
Sent in by a senior who can't believe site still
needs to get them, but is glail she has found
teachers lo grant them.

Dart...
A "thanks-for-stealing-all-my-good-parkingspols" dart to JMU parking services for converting all of the student motorcycle spots into faculty-only spots.
From a disgruntled senior motorcycle rider who
enjoyed being able to park directly in front of Zane
Showker Hall for the past three years.

Pat...
A "thanks-for-showing-the-JMU-spirit-offriendliness" pal to the cute gentlemen who
generously lent me change in Zane Showker
for my soft Pretzel.
Sfrtf in by a junior who has been reminded at what
a gnat school she attends where random acts of kindness are the norm.

Dart...
A "there-is-a-limif dart to The Breeze for
allowing itself to be an output for relgious rhetoric and intolerance.
Sent in dy an upset reader utoo e waiting for The
Breeze to print some classic Hitler speeches.
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BENITEZ

Courtesy part of the job
The captain on the last
flight I took told all the passengers that he hopes he'll
see us all again on our next
ATA vacation. I didn't even
know what color pants he
was wearing.
When did he see me. and
why does he want to see me
again? I wasn't particularly
charming. I didn't compliment
the smoothness of the craft's
movements or the way he used
but a word to charm me out of
my cooped-up rage after the 30
minute taxi-delay.
Personally, I think he was
too forgiving. In these days of
flight anxiety, I want a captain
who makes his judgments
about the passengers on board
only after thorough investigation and contemplation.
If he hopes to see us again
— the passengers who don't
kno\ his name, those who
threw up on the drink cart,
made love in the restroom
clearly built for one and
those who kept their CD
Slayers on during takeoff —
ow would he also hope to
see a violent man whose
intentions would be far
worse than disobeying the
fasten seatbelt sign?
The captain knew nothing of
the character of his human
cargo that evening.
When we took off, I had my

■

seatback reclined — all the way.
Now, some may scoff at my
reservations about the captain's parting words that stated he'd hope to meet "us" on
another flight. "He was following procedure, he didn't
mean it," they might say. Well,
why say it then?
Surely, my fellow passengers and I didn't expect to
become such good friends
with the captain — we didn't
expect him to look forward
to our next flight. We didn't
care. Our only expectation
was for him to put the plane
down safely in the same city
as our luggage. His sincerity
was manufactured. A corporate mandate of synthetic courtesy.
The illusion of friendliness
that professional announcement
laborers are forced to dole out to
their consumers is not productive. It doesn't sell me tickets or
bring me cheer
Watching some unfortunate, acne-laden high school
student at McDonald's tell me
that fries are 99 cents, but
"smiles are free," doesn't make
me crave the Super Size.
Listening to jaded theatre
employees mumble "enjoy
your show" with that true
overflow of emotion doesn't
make me feel as if I had a
buddy there behind the

"Tony Blair because
lie's British and he's
got an accent."

Christine Iovino
senior, SCOM

counter who really tares.
They look trapped, their
eyes sad and lifeless. I get the
same feeling listening to them
as I do visiting the pet store in
the mall and seeing all those
cjte puppies bouncing off their
Elastic cubbyholes, waiting only
T the sale which will bring
them freedom.
And as for flair. Don't even
get me started.
The truth is, it's their job to
say these things. That's the
only reason why they do it.
However, contrary to what the
public might think, I believe
the true rationale may not
simply be to turn another
buck. What it accomplishes
seems to run far deeper. It
subtly solidifies the reality of
all our situations, consumer
and laborer alike.
There is a truth behind
what the captain says when
he wishes to "see us again,"
but it isn't anything found in
the words themselves. Only
by looking between the "Its
been a pleasure serving you"
and the "Thank you for
choosing" comments that we
see what's really being said
to us all. "Hey. We own you
remember? So dance monkey, dance."
/.P. Benitez is a writer (or the
Indiana Student Daily located
in Bloomington, lnd.

"Former NYC mayor
Rudy Guiliani because
I like his lisp."

c
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Different excursions available
DIFFERENT, from page 6
opportunity to be the unquestioned lord of the physical
earth and descended to the
rank of an advanced animal
interacting with the forces of
nature in order to survive.
This was more intense than a
competitive game of basketball because 1 couldn't call it
quits after 40 minutes and stop
hiking for the day. I had to
reach my destination. I couldn't take a timeout and take a
nap because if I didn't get to
the end of the trail in four
days, the food would run out.
I couldn't wash my face
because I didn't know

whether the next spring I came
to would be dry or not or if I
would find any springs at all
on the rest of the trail.
I couldn't turn my mind off
by watching the countless cable
channels or wading through the
maze that is the Internet. I had
to face my fears and insecurities
when I couldn't sleep. I didn't
gain intimate knowledge of a
toilet bowl, but 1 did gain a
deeper understanding of who I
am as a human being, as a small
part of the biosphere, as a tinier
part of the universe.
This year on your Spring
Break,
increase
your
Survival Quotient: your abil-

ity to exist in nature without
many of the crutches modern civilization supplies.
You always can increase
your Alcohol Quotient on
the weekend. Don't waste a
whole week and spend hundreds of dollars on some
experiences you'd rather forget and you definitely don't
want to recount to your
grandparents. You never will
know who you are until you
are cut off from your normal
life support systems. Come
March, pull the plug and
really live.
Adam M. Sharp is a sophomore
modern foreign languages major.

You're right, everyone agrees
with everything.
So please, don't write for opinion.
Don't send your columns to
breezeopinion@hotmail.com

Courtney Lallier

1

senior, political science

junior, business management

"John McCain because
I like hs witty sense of
humor."

\SPOTLIOHT J

Kira Anderson
KR1STY NKIIOLICll/r, mirtmivtn plwfniphrr

junior, GIS
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"Janet Reno because
she's more of a man
I than I am."

Kyle Buchanan

Who is the most attractive political figure?

$tftofy.
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Join us at our Grand Opening Celebration
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CROSSWORD

HOROSCOPES
Today's Birthday (Aug. 29). You're more forceful and dynamic this year. You're less
willing to be pushed around. Don't become so assertive that you quit a perfectly good
job and take off for a place where you'll be surrounded by beauty and love _ unless, of
course, that's appropriate.

ACROSS
1 Faction
5 Aromatic conifer

10"

14 Sixth Hebrew
month

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the
most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19)
__— Today is a 6 -Your intense daltN
J^^. to finish a difficult |ob could
Y^^J cause new problems. Don't forget
to call and say when you'll be
home, especially if you II be late.
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
^r_. Today is an 8 - To avoid financial
Jj^g disagreements think ahead
JW You'll maintain tranquility if you
think of a compromise instead of
just s,n ing "no."

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
Today is a 5 - You don't get far
with someone who doesn't
share your opinions. You'll
impress them more with your
actions and your appearance. That
seems somewhat superfluous, but it
could work.

aft

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
L
J Today is an 8 - Your plans for
; growth or expansion may
encounter resistance. Would you
have to do something you don't
want to do? Suffering builds character.

Gemini (May 21-June 21)
^ — Today is a 6 - Where will you get
Wr^^.ill the money vmi want to put
/T^L into your home? You'd worry a
lot more about it if you weren't
so darned happy now. You fufll know it II
somehow come.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
-\ Today is a 5 • Your willingness to
j^t "P«l up with" is at an all-time
^^b low. No need to apologize. If you
need to blow up. might as well.
Either way, you'll feel better tomorrow.

Cancer (June 22-JuIy 22)
Today is an 8 - II may be rather
tricky to get ■ loved o
Ul oi her mind. You
turn good reason* but the other
person may not be listening. Ypu could
listen, though, and that'll break the stalemate.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
_-,
Today is an 8 - Work could inter"|6
fere with a romantic moment.
r&SK and not for the first time. But
after the job is done, make time
to do something special together.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
^^ -* Today is a 5 - Book learning isn't
^k«J going to be enough. If you don't
^^^ already have the skills you need
to succeed, you'd better pay
attention 1 earn last1
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept 22)
±^g Today is an B If you'resdll
vWI feeling tongue-tied, wait. Maybe
^^} then-s something else vou ought
^""^ t0 OOnsidcc Don't he h,M\

Sanctorum"

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
R Today is a 7 - If you can't be with
your friend or sweetheart, make
sure they how much you'd
rather be together. You have to
be practical, though. Schedule playtime
for later.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
^^ Today is a 7 - Behind-the-scenes
(t %k negotiations could increase your
^ar income, or improve conditions,
or both. You could do very well
if you play your cards carefully.
—Tribune Media Services
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Meet
Mavor
Inside Harrison Hall
dwells Web master
and city mayor
Joe Fitzgerald

Mayor Jo. Fltzgarald poeae with Jama. Madison while taking a break from hit dally W.b maatar tasks.

Story by senior writer David Clementson • Photos by contributing photographer Jennifer Ackerman
When people in most cities go meet the mayor, they make an appointment, go to
city hall, pass a secretary and enter an intimidating office. People at JMU meet
Harrisonburg's mayor every day — and they don't even know it.
A small office with cinder block walls and a linoleum tile floor in Harrison Hall beams its
lights into an otherwise empty and dark hallway.
The tall and lanky Joe Fitzgerald, 46, is squinting through his wire rim glasses at his computer, pounding away at his e-mail account with his left leg flopped across his desk. Fitzgerald's
thick dark brown hair is swept across his forehead to the left, while a bulky, black fanny pack
lays across the right side of his waist.
"The number of students coming in to ask me where classrooms and offices are is actually
more distracting than being the mayor of Harrisonburg,"he said, clicking his mouse before
rolling his chair over to the computer across the room.
With a 3-2 vote by the City Council on July 1, history was made: Fitzgerald — the Web
master for the College of Arts h Letters — became the first full-time JMU employee to be
mayor of Harrisonburg.
"I'm also possibly the tallest mayor in 20 years," the six-foot-tall Fitzgerald said with a
smirk, while scanning the internet. "I'm the first Catholic mayor and obviously the best looking mayor in a generation."

(C
The number of students coming in to ask me where classrooms and
offices are is actually more distracting than being the mayor
— Joe Fitzgerald

mayor of Hamionburj

99
The articulate, laid-back Fitzgerald continued talking, mixing humorous political
anecdotes with funny daily observations. As he discussed his responsibilities,
Fitzgerald checked his hotmail account. "1 really think that someone ought to be executed because of Microsoft," he said, frustrated that he's unable to change the security
settings. "Not necessarily Gates, but someone, as a symbolic thing."
Although he gets stopped at the grocery store by strangers, hardly anyone around
JMU's campus knows who he is. "I guess it's something nobody's told 'em," he said. His
boss, Dean Richard Whitman, knows who he is, though. "He (Whitman) likes to tell people he's the only dean on campus who has a mayor working for him," Fitzgerald laughed.
A native Virginian born in the Southwest county of Tazewell — "coal country" as he
calls it — Fitzgerald is the father of a 13-year-old son, Gus Paul Fitzgerald. "I'm between
spouses right now," Fitzgerald added. "I guess that's a good way to put it."
He received his B.S. from Virginia State University in Math and Computer Science
after attending Washington at Lee University, where he studied journalism and english. "It (W&LI wasn't that expensive," he said sarcastically of attending the school for

I

three years. "I think I paid it off by the time I was 34 years old." •
At WatL he was the managing editor for the school's official student newspaper.
The Ring-Turn Phi. "Nobody had any Idea what it meant," he said of the paper's name.
-«^unng his 12 years working in journalism, including five years as the City
f I JEditor of the Harrisonburg Daily News-Record, one reporting assignment
-1 '"'~'N actually end up birthing his political ambitions. During his stint at the
DN-R, Fitzgerald covered only one City Council meeting. The main topic of discussion
that night was a recent study stating that a golf course would not make money in
Harrisonburg. Several years later, in 1999, a study by the same group said a golf course
would succeed, and the Council began discussions of bringing a golf course to town.
Thus, a campaign issue was born. Along with JMU physics professor Dom Peterson and
telephone worker Carolyn Frank, Fitzgerald decided to run for City Council. They decided
to run on one single issue: that Harrisonburg doesn't need a golf course. "When I declared
my candidacy in February 2000,1 was dead certain that I would lose," he remembered.
But tl poll made him think differently. "It basically said that 68 percent of likely
voters were opposed to the golf course and 75 percent of those said they would vote
based on it. One reason I remember those numbers is because 75 percent of 68 is 51
percent, which is the percent you need to win an election."
The three anti-golf course candidates won, ousting then-mayor Rodney Eagle and
two others. Fitzgerald quickly rattled off the exact amount of votes each candidate
received, starting with Carolyn Frank who got the most, 3,271, to incumbent Walter
Green who got 2,006.
"Don't ask me why numbers like that stick in my head," he said. "It's freakish. It
frightens me sometimes."
Much has changed in Fitzgerald's world of city politics since that joyous election
May 2,2000. Now he finds himself more often disagreeing with his campaign partners,
Peterson and Frank than agreeing.
Xeaa than two months after being elected mayor, he actually proposed continuing with
the construction of the golf course, which was completed March 29. "1 had said during the campaign that it wasn't so much the golf course but the attitude of the old
council," he said. "And I had said during the campaign that we might be stuck with the golf
course even if we won. I think a lot of people accepted that we were stuck with the thing."
From his bully pulpit as mayor, Fitzgerald said he plans to focus on dealing with
the city's rapid growth. "We've gone from 30,000 people in 1990 to 40,000 in the 2000
census," he said. "Our biggest priority is recognizing how big we've grown ... and
deciding what kind of city we're going to be."
While he enjoys being mayor and pushing an agenda for the future, it may be even
more enjoyable for Fitzgerald to know that he could have been elected two years earlier — if he'd only voted for himself.
"Two years ago, on July 1, (Councilman) Larry Rogers nominated me for mayor,"
he said. "Hugh (Lantz, another council member) seconded the nomination."
Fitzgerald had already promised Carolyn Frank that he'd vote for her, though, so he
kept his word and split the vote 3-2, making Frank Harrisonburg's mayor.
His son, Gus, couldn't get over the fact that his father could nave been mayor. So
when the opportunity arose once again, Gus told his father to seize the chance. "I didn't have any prior commitments this time, so I voted for myself," Fitzgerald recalled.
"He (Gus) thought it'd be neat to have me be mayor. And he's right."
When asked if Gus desires any further political ambitions for his father, Fitzgerald
laughed and remarked, "He hasn't said."
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RECENT RELEASES OUT NOW
ALL AT SALE PRICES!

Dixie Chicks Horn,
Barbershop Soundtrack
Silverchair - Diorama
Aimee Menn I an In Space
Queens ol the Stont Age - Songtjor the Deaf
Daniel Bedingfield - Gotta Get Thru I hi,
Coldplay ■ A Ruth o) HI,,.,,! ,„ the Heat,
Rolling Stones - I he Remastered Strin rrinuei of 22 Abltto Re/eaiet!
Duncan Sheik - Daylight
Stone Sour - Stone Sour

NTC

COMMUNICATIONS

434-9999

NEW & USED

WHAT A RECORD STORE
SHOULD BEI
KROGER SHOPPING CTR
1790-96 E. Market St.
LISTIW BIFORE YOU BUY
Mon Sat. 10-9,Sunday 12-6
IN HARRISONBURG WITH STORES IN
CHARLOTTESVILLE AND RICHMONO TOO'

'■■ x,:i

:-F

Telephone Service. Cable TV
Network/Internet (Ethernet)

/:■ ■-,.«• -swans

WWW.PLAN9MUSIC.COM

SKYDIVE!
Easy One Day First Jumps! Freefall almost a minute from over 2-1/2 Miles High!

DOUBLE STUDENT DISCOUNT

(540) 943-6587 or

Take S30 off the regular
first jump price with this ad
until May 2003!

1(877)348-3759
DIVESKY

TELEPHONE

compi.t. information n on www.skydiveorange.com
Fastest growing skydiving center on the East coast because
-Best Aircraft
Our Twin Engine Turbine Aircraft safely carries 22 jumpers over 13.000'
-Most complete inatructional program
Others claim to use it, but we use the official USPA training program to the fullest since
it was developed here at Skydive Orange for the United States Parachute Aasociation
-Our equipment
Compare our equipment to other Drop Zones'- Our parachutes are 100% equipped with
state of the art CYPRES Automatic Activation back up devices, others use cheaper ones
to save money
-We have the experiencel
No other Virginia Drop Zone routinely puts up over 300 jumps most Saturdays, sometime!
over 400 jumps a day We are doing over 17.000 jumps/year here at Virginia's skydiving
center. Skydive Orange

CABLE
NETWORK

•this week at Mainstreet

Tuesday
Sept. 3

HARD ROCK WITH

"Shred of Hope

$5.00 cover

edaesday

JIYIU SPECIAL EVENT

It. 4tfe

American Music Av/ard Winner
& Rising Sensation

Call NTC about your HBO upgrade

Carbon leaf"
Performing Spectacular Jam & Rock Tunes
Including the Hit Single "The Boxer"
with guest, JMU's own

"Static Union" &
"Beanstalk Library" $7 00 ever
Advance Tickets Advised & Available at
Mainstreet & Plan 9 Music in Harrisonburg

Saturday

JAM BAND SENSATION

"Sundried Opossum"
with guest

"Mclaws Drive" $5.00 cover
432.9963

All Shows 18 & up
Mainstreet is Perfectly
visit us at our website
Locaieii at 153 South Mainstreet
www.mainstr0a1rocks.com
In Downtown Harrisonburg

Southview
Commons
Stonegate
Old Mill
Ashby

Local 437-4200
www.easyhookup.net
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"[At the end of the night] I want people to
leave knowing that they can do whatever they
want to, that they are invincible.

September Movie Preview
As summer fades, the local cineplex should
draw crowds with new fall releases.

JASON CARNEY

"Def Poetry Jam" poet

PiC* 12

$•# story below

'Def Poetry Jam' hits grand 'slam'
Poets from HBO series bring humor, poignancy to life's experiences
BY ASHLEY LUSK

-Russell
Simmons' Def
Poetry Jam"
stopped at JMU
Au*. 29 on Its
fall college tour.

PHOTOS BY
KR1STY NICOUCH
ccnlnbufinii ph>uigrapher

contributing writer
A sweet black guy, a petite
LaHna-American, a stereotypical Asian funnyman, a
southern-fried
Fminem
knockoff and a feisty black
girl "slammed" their way
through "Russell Simmons'
Def Poetry Jam" Aug. 29.
The show, sponsored
by the Center for
Multicultural
and
International Student
Services, was based on
performance poetry, more
commonly known as
"shimming" ['his fastpaced form of creative
expression originally
began much like hiphop music, as a way
to "express social
injustice,"
in
the
words of the show's program, and was brought to
light by the HBO series.
The first performance, by
lason Carney, whose pieces "1
ain't ready for the Messiah to
come" and "For the Ignorance,"
touched base with his religious
uncertainties as well as his
shame in the ignorance of his
Southern heritage.
"|At the end of the night) I
want people to leave knowing
that they can do whatever they

want to, that they are invincible," Carney said.
Next, the audience was
stunned as Mayda Del Valle
took the mic and wove a lyrical
web with her soothing mixtures
of poetry and song regarding
issues from her Puerto Rican
heritage to her mother's famous
culinary skill ("Emeril and Julia
Child, mere hamburger flippers
in her presence").
She was followed by the
sprightly Regie Cabico, an
open — sometimes to the audiences'amusement — homosexual who delighted in sharing
his poems about his sexual
frustration with men, particularly present in his aptly-titled
poem, "I want to make out
with Mark Bibbins."
The next performer was the
ever-talented Bossey Ipki. a
beautiful Nigerian woman who
was raised in Oklahoma and
brought a serious note to the
show with her poems regarding
the lost innocence of childhood.
Ipki found a poignant way to
bring words to life experience:
"Sometimes silence is the loudest kind of noise."
finally, the show was
pulled together by Charles
Kraal, aka Kayo, in a humorous poem titled "1838," about
his affair with an older

woman, "She spoke of politics,
and I spoke of Nintendo." His
low bass tones sounded out
educational deficiencies and a
love of imagination, while still
bringing humor to his otherwise dismal situations.
The performers each have
been acclaimed for their work
in different divisions of poetry
slamming competitions and
use their poetry to express not
only themselves, but basic
human feelings.
"Although the show was different from the HBO series, it
was great," audience member
Mihu Hori said.
Either way, all five performers gave an outstanding show of
talent and expertise and will no
doubt continue to place their
mark on the poetic movement.
In addition to their show, the
performers also hosted a poetry
workshop, where the performers spoke about the art of slamming. It appeared that JMU has
some up-and-coming slammers,
as students tried their hand at
performance poetry.
"The students at the workshop were great, they had a lot
of talent," Kraal said
For more information on
these performers or performance
poetry,
visit
www.jmu.edu/mullicullurai

REVIEW

East meets West at Wilson
World-renowned tabla player Sandip Burman brings new rhythm to JMU
BY VUAYA PRASAD

it? the suHrte
SARAH STANn7/*nv*lri editor

It's not you, it's me':
hits like a sucker punch
How do you deal when you 're the
one dealt those dreaded words?
BBCCA WORTHINGTON
staff writer
I've been caught off guard
many times by obvious premeditated breakups. Somehow they
just sneak up on me
I got stood up for homecoming my junior year in
high school and didn't have a
clue what the reason was. I
thought everything was fine.
Another guy dumped me on
my 16th birthday and when I
asked him why. he shrugged.
Sophomore year in high
school, my boyfriend had
been telling me for two weeks
that he had something he
wanted to talk to me about.
We were sitting in his car at a
stoplight when I finally asked
him what he wanted to say.
He breathed in, turned to me
and said, "1 don't want to be
boyfriend-girlfriend
any
more." I had been convinced
that he was going to say, "I
love you." Maybe I'm just
oblivious, but it always hits
me like a sucker punch.
Everyone
knows
that
breaking up is hard to do. But
if you're the one who was broken up with, that makes it
even harder. Dave Sbarra, who
currently is seeking his doctorate in clinical psychology at
the University of Virginia,
conducted a recent study of
just-separated couples.
He came up with some
interesting stuff, including a
reason why it is harder to be
dumped than to be the
dumper. "The leaver has done
a lot of planning about this
(breakup) and grieved before
the separation occurred,"
Sbarra said (Doi/y News-Record.
July 22).
It makes sense Most
breakups are not spontaneous. My roommate Mollie,
a junior, told me about one
BY

boyfriend she had been trying to break up with for an
eternity. "By the time 1 did it,
it was kind of hard," she
said, "But for weeks I had
already felt like I wasn't in a
relationship anymore."
Of course it is harder on
the person who gets broken
up with. The other person
has been able to cope and
heal for a month and you
only just found out.
Unfortunately, one of the
reasons that many people
enter a relationship is to gain
self-esteem. This has the
tremendous capacity to backfire. As soon as that person
hears. "It's-not-you-it's-me,"
his or her brain goes immediately haywire, translating the
breakup into a string of
insults. I'm ugly. I'm unlovable. I'm defective. I smell
bad. Wh.iti v,i
So, congratulations. Instead
of a healthy self-esteem, he or
she is now the proud owner of
a bruised, severed, exploded
and messy ego. And he or she
is all alone trying to pick up
the pieces.
So what should you do
when someone breaks up with
you? There are a billion
options. "If you're face to face
with such a traumatic event,
you basically have two choices," Elizabeth Hardy said,
author of the article, "Getting
over a relationship breakup."
(htlp://cl. essortment.com/gettingovenjbhbhlm). "You can fall
apart on a grand scale, which
includes having a series of hysterical crying fits in public, or
you can present a dignified and
composed face to the world."
Sbarra's research shows that
people have many different coping mechanisms
I
omi
people it works well to be
see COMBATTING, page 12

contributing writer
The stage was lit softly,
Sandip Burman sat crosslegged on a table, his instrument placed in front of him.
Audience members were
in for a treat when jazz musician Burman performed on
the tabla, a rythmic Indian
instrument, at Wilson Hall
Friday night.
Accompanied by Dave
Pietro on saxophone and
Paul Boleftback on guitar, the
three musicians played several pieces, each exploring
unconventional rhythms.
The introductory piece
started with a smooth jazz
intro on the saxophone by
Pietro, which flowed into a
combination of the three
instruments playing together.
The trio also played a
piece
called
"Phoenix
Rising,"
written
by
Bolenback. The piece was

played in three movements.
The first and third movements were similar in nature,
with smooth Middle Eastern
tones that blended saxophone with guitar.
Burman joined in with
the tabla on the second
movement, bringing an element of jazz and a subtle yet
distinctive Spanish sound to
the piece.
The purpose of the event,
which was sponsored by the
School of Music as part of
this season's concert series,
was not only to entertain,
but to provide an opportunity to learn about and experience a different type of
music firsthand.
On several occasions,
Burman led the enthusiastic
audience members in clapping different rhythm patPHOTO COURTESY <>F H-*-H./azvrv**.am
terns so they could better Tabla player Sandip Burman performed at Wilton Hall Aug. 30. Blending
comprehend the complexity Jazz with th«> rhythm* of the tabla. a traditional Indian Instrument. Burman
mWtlSON pay U
entertained the audience with a place ol his native culture.

REVIEW

The Vines grow toward
'highly evolved' punk rock
Australian-bred band stakes claim in mainstream pop culture
COURTESY OF Capita ft*

BY KATY KAIN

contributing writer
The grunge-garage rock
style of Tne Vines, comparable
to that of current media darlings. The Strokes and The
Hives, has staked its claim in
mainstream culture as indie
rock slowly is making its way to
the surface.
The Vines' debut album,
"Highly Evolved," is a collection
of tracks ranging from intense,
angst-ridden confessionals to
songs that seem to mellow out
all emotional activity.
A tight guitar structure is
inherent throughout the album,
interspersed with either scowling screams or dreamy, melancholy vocals, leaving the true
rock lover to see that The Vines
are in fact, "highly evolved."
Radio-friendly tracks such as
"Highly Evolved" and "Get
Free" carry heavy guitar
rhythms and scratchy vocals,

serving to rev up any mood
While "Outtathaway" seems to
follow the same formula,
chunky guitar riffs will force the
listener to resist the urge to bop
their head. Don't be fooled by
the pop feel of "Sunshinin." The
lyrics speak for themselves.
The Vines seem to take a
break with tracks such as
"Autumn Shade," "Country
Yard" and "Homesick," on
which the guitar and light piano
almost throw the listener into a
slight onslaught of dapMMkKI
But not to worry, the head-bopping is back with a little side-to side action in the irresistible pop
beats of "Factory" and "Ain t
No Room."
The lyrics, predominantly
written by lead singer Craig
Nicholls seem a little short
and choppy for the most part,
following the traditional
punk rock style of stmgwriting started by The Ramones

in the '70s. However, they
show that unlike the current
teen pop hysteria, shori
lyrics can, in fact, be meaningful and leave the listener
to dig further.
Capitol Records President
Andy Slater signed
the
Australian-bred band to the
label in the United States in
December 2001. The Vines also
were signed to Heavenly
RgOOtdl in the UK last year and
to EMI Australia for the band's
Australian release this April.
Overall, it's nice to see
that The Vines have not been
tied down to any one particular influence. Their sound is
■ nice breath of fresh air to
one's radio and CD player.
The contrast of tempo
throughout the entire course of
"Highly Evolved" is intriguing. It's safe to say that the
question of what's next for The
Vines, is highly anticipated.

SARAH STANnV/fni/ini. * tdiu-.
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COMBATTING, from page II
expressive," he said. "For other
people it works well to put the
experience out of their mind
and go for a run or eat ice cream
or be with friends."
The latter is how my roommate copes. She said that she
makes herself insanely busy 24
hours a day, because if her body
and brain are occupied with
play practice or going out with
friends, then she doesn't have
time to miss her ex.
The problem with avoidance, though, is that it makes it
worse when you stop for a second and remember. Instead of a
soft, slow depression, it hits you
like a ton of bricks.
My friend Laura, a senior,
has the coping method of surrounding herself with a network of buddies. "I want people to share my pain," she said.
"I want girlfriends all around
me. I want them to cry with
me and give me hugs and not
leave me alone."
Personally, I tend to cope all
at once. After a breakup, I usually grieve very intensely and

very briefly. I lock myself in my
room for three days, curled up
in the fetal position and weeping like a baby. And after that
I'm totally fine.
Or at least totally functional.
But while 1 need to be
alone, my friend Andrew, a
senior, needs to get vocal.
"Generally when something
like that happens to me, the
more I talk about it, the better
I feel," he said. After getting
burnt his sophomore year, he
beat up a pillow, threw a
bunch of stuff that he knew
wouldn't break and still didn't feel any better. Then he
started talking about it, and
the talking helped.
But Andrew might be in the
minority. Dr. Dennis W. Neder
listed one of the first rules of a
breakup to be: "Don't involve
your friends, family, co-workers, etc., in the breakup. This is
only between you two. Adding
others increases the humiliation factor" {www.remingtonpublications.com).
Andrew's roommate Brian,
also a senior, agrees, specifically

about his own gender. "1 think
the average guy tends to ignore
a breakup rather than examine
the feelings of it," Brian said.
"You try not to think about it try
to do other things You immerse
yourself in your work and the
rest of your life. And maybe
that's ignoring the issue, but I
don't know if mere is a good
way of dealing with a breakup."
And maybe he's right. Is
there a good way to deal with
such a bad thing? It's obvious
there are some bad ways. Some
people drink themselves stupid
for a month straight until they
emerge into sobriety, having forgotten why they started drinking in the first place. That's
probably bad.
And of course there's the
rebound. I am not a fan of the
rebound. I am of the opinion
that rebounding is the worst
coping mechanism in the world.
Not only is empty sex going to
throw your emotions into even
greater upheaval, but it's an
issue of doing unto others, and
there is nothing worse than seeing your ex with someone new

and watching them be all cute,
when you are expected to smile
and take it like a champ.
However, when dealing
with a broken heart, it is incredibly tempting to rush out and
grab the first pair of breasts or
the first penis that you see.
Having someone new gives
you a feeling of power in a situation where you've just had alt
of it taken away from you. It
provides a reassurance that
somebody out there does
indeed find you attractive. It is
something to dangle in front of
your ex's face like a dog toy.
Nanny nanny boo boo, you
can't have me, that sort of thing.
And most of all, it is a substitute
for the immediate physical
pleasures of being in a relationship. A cheap substitute, but a
pair of replacement arms,
nonetheless. I understand that. I
still don't recommend it.
But who am I to say?
Everyone deals with breakups
in his or her own way. I am not
the authority. I'm just one person out of many who has had a
broken heart.

Wilson Hall beats with tabla rhythm
WIlSON.pvmpagell
of the music being played.
"They're incredible musicians," sophomore Danny
Tilman said.
Burman explained that
they were using the Indian
Raga and Tal styles. The raga
is "what gives you color,"
whereas the tal is the rhyth-

mic structure of the music.
Burman has been studying the tabla since he was six
years old. He has performed
and taught around the
world,
including
North
America, Europe,
North
Africa and Israel
He also has been collaborating and touring with B£la Fleck

and the Flecktones recently.
Burman can be heard as one of
the guest artists on the
Flecktones' Grammy awardwinning album, "Outbound "
Burman also played on the
East Meets West Tour with
Steve Smith of Journey, Victor
Bailey of Weather Report,
Randy Brecker of Brecker

Brothers, Howard Levy of the
Flecktones and Jerry Goodman
of Mahavishnu Orchestra.
Overall, the music was
strong, soulful and expressive,
visibly moving the audience
throughout the performance.
Sophomore Chris Ripchrr«;
had only one word to describe
the evening, "Amazing."

STYLE WRITEES WEETING
Today @ 5:30 pan. in the basement of Anthony-Seeger!
Call Brenna or Alison if you have any questions.
X8-3151

confidence, pride, [^1 j
and plenty of time to shower
before calculus.
In Army ROTC. you'll get to do some pretty challenging stuff. Stuff that builds character and
discipline, not to mention muscles. In this class, you'll learn that "failure's not an option."
You'll also learn how to think on your feet and be a good leader and decision maker. Talk to
your Army ROTC advisor to find out more. And get ready to sweat a little.

ARMY ROTC Unlike any other college course you can take.

Sign up for classes now!
Contact CPT Rosenkranz at 568-3633
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"We have the most unique
bunch of people you'll ever
find, the nicest bunch."

The JMU men's soccer team
hosted the Comfort Inn
Invitational over the weekend

DAN CURRAN

sophomore Frisbee captain

S## story bf low

MEN'S SOCCER

Dukes top St. Francis, Temple, to win
JMU/Comfort Inn Invitational Tournament
Senior Sundquist's second-half goal leads JMU past Red Flash in first game of season
BY DAVID CLEMENTSON

TRAVIS CLINGENPEEL
The Friday afternoon sun set
on a season saved and one player's career. When the Major
League Baseball owners and
players' union finally came to a
deal Friday afternoon, it marked
a great victory tor the game of
baseball and the end to my
comedic and ill-fated attempt to
return to the game of baseball as
a replacement player, ending my
11-year absence from the game.
In my prime I was a defensive oriented outfielder in the
Prince William and Deer Valley
Little Leagues. I had the cannon
of Vladimir Guerrero and the
accuracy of Rick Ankiel on
methamphetamines.
Roaming the sun-scorched
outfield turf one Arizona afternoon, I charged in from left field
to corral a sharply hit single.
Opting to challenge my throwing arm, the third base coach
began waving a runner around
towards home. With cat-like
reflexes I scooped up the ball
and delivered a blistering missle
towards the plate that surely
would have gunned down the
hapless baserunner, that is, had
the ball not nearly cleared the
backstop.
My career at the plate was a
storied one filled with the shattering of Deer Valley records for
career strikeouts and lowest bating average. In nearly every atbat I went down swinging with
the unrestrained fury of
Guerrero, lacking only his ability to make contact with the ball.
Hall of Famer Ted Williams
hit a home run in his final career
at bat. In what tragically turned
out to be his final rum at the dish,
Roberto Clemente connected on
his 3,000 hit. So one sultry desert
evening, I strolled to the plate
with dramatics in mind for what,
thanks to Friday's labor agreement, would be the final time.
Trailing by a few runs with
runners on and two outs, I dug in
with the firm intention of leaving
some lasting mark on the game
which had given me so much HiC, post game snacks and
reminders to keep up the chatter.
Two called strikes later the
pitcher turned and fired one
final time, and I released one of
my gargantuan swings. The
shamefully unworn aluminum
of my bat struck horsehide with
the ringing sound that only the
sweet spot can create, and I
raised my head to find a scorching line drive arching into the
night sky.
For a moment I prepared my
home run trot, then settled on a
twivrun double until the the left
fielder sprinted to his left and
with an outstretched glove
snagged my glory. This game is
the cruelest mistress.
With a work stoppage looming on the horizon I had
planned to make a comedic
return to the game a la Bill
Murray's attempt to be signed
by an NBA team. 1 may not have
provided entertaining baseball,
or quality baseball for that matter, but at least someone would
have been playing.
All that is over now. My
name never will grace the pages

staff writer
It's doubtful that St. Francis
University intended to have the
double meanings for its nickname, the Red Flash, in its 1-0
loss to JMU Friday night in the
JMU /Comfort Inn Invitational
Tournament.
The first red flash was
St. Francis junior midfielder Aaron Williams' red
cleats soaring all over the
field. Despite being the
smallest player on the
field, his tireless energy
dominated the Dukes as he
out-jumped opponents for
headers.
As
Williams
huffed and puffed, plowing
through bigger players, the
Dukes seemed doomed.
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Everybody was asleep.
Jukka puts it in and
half the people are
wondering what
just happened.
—Tom Martin
Men's soccer coach
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"He was very dangerous,"
coach Tom Martin said. "His
speed was a problem."
But then five minutes
into the second half, with
neither team on the scoreboard yet, St. Francis' second red flash appeared:
Williams got injured, and a
palpable
red
stoplight
seemed to illuminate over
all his efforts.
"It knocked me out for a
bit," Williams said about
being elbowed in the face in
midfield and sandwiched by
three Dukes. A native of
Bermuda, where he played
on the youth national team
when he was 17, Williams
never seemed to recover his
game after re-entering nine
minutes later. He rarely
touched the ball, and the

Dukes out-maneuvered and
out-ran him.
Just five minutes after
Williams came back in, JMU
began capitalizing on the
slower pace.
"I do think I bring a certain
tempo to the

Friday.
game that the
St. Francis ',,nf P14^

feed
off,
Williams said.
JMU
JMU took a
,
quick restart,
with
redshirt senior
midfielder Zane O'Brien
throwing the ball in to senior
forward Jukka Sundquist.
Sundquist dribbled through
defenders and from outside
the left edge of the penalty
box, he right-footed the ball
in the upper right corner of
the net.
"Everybody was asleep,"
Martin said. "Jukka puts it in
and half the people are wondering vvlwl just happened."
Sundquist said he was
among those surprised by
the successful quick restart
and didn't realize at first
that he had scored. "That's
the shot I always shoot in
practice, and it paid off,"
he said.
The elbow in the face earlier
in the game didn't hurt
Williams as much as the surprising goal. "It kind of caught
me off guard and took the wind
out of me for a minute,"
Williams said.
But 25 minutes still
remained in the game, so
both teams played as if it
was anyone's game. "We
took the foot off the gas a little bit after we scored,"
Martin said.
In the closing minutes of
the match, the Dukes
allowed several close shots
on goal, each time barely
deflecting the ball out of
the way.
"We had opportunities that
we failed to capitalize on,"
Williams said.
Red-shirt senior goalkeeper
Josh Kovolenko aggressively
fought for a 20th career shutout.
"Kovo did very well with
0

LONG ROAD AHEAD
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ULTIMATE FRISBEE

Alternative sport growing in
popularity among JMU students
BY GARRET HILLER

of 77a- Baseball Encyclopedia, as it

shouldn't. In Friday's agreement we have averted a major
disgrace in both the public display of my playing abilties and
the removal from the nation's
eyes of the game that last Mil,
when our country needed it
most, once again showed just
how much magic it could create.
The agreement reached late
last week laid the groundwork
for much to happen in the game
that needs to occur. First and
foremost, random steroid testing will begin on a trial basis
next season. For all of you out
there who still contend that
Barry Bonds and Sammy Sosa
have never taken steroids, go

high balls," Martin said.
PHOTOS B> 1>A\ t klNI/iniiiv phMitmphrr
The defense clamped
down
on
the
slower
Williams,
overwhelming
his dribbling efforts toward
the goal.
Rather than celebrating
a victorious season debut,
the Dukes just seemed glad
to hear the buzzer ring
with a bare one-goal win.
"I thought we did a
good job," a relieved
Martin said. "He (Williams)
didn't score."
The season opener for
JMU was the second game of
the day in the JMU/Comfort
Inn Invitational Tournament.
JMU defeated Temple
University 1-0 Sunday to
win
the
tournament,
improving to 2-0. The
Dukes
next travel to
Fairfax to play La Salle
University in the George (above) Sophomore Denny Fulk drtt
St. Francis'
Mason Kappa Classic Sept Aaron Williams; (below) JMU celebrates aft r Its 1-0 win over
6 at 5 p.m.
St. Francis Friday at Reservoir Street Field.

JUI.Ih WITHIKSA'm/riNtfinir pbixiigiupher

Both the men's and women's cross country teams
open their seasons at the Virginia Invitational In
Charlottesvllle on Sept. 14. Look for the cross
country preview In the Thursday, Sept. S Issue
of The Bfzt.

staff writer
When you think of people
playing Frisbee you undoubtedly imagine care-free hippies
passing back and forth a plastic disc on a sunny weekend
afternoon. Okay, perhaps this
connotation is a bit extreme
but you get the idea. Frisbee is
a game of leisure, not a real
sport of devoted followers.
Or is it? The members of
the Ultimate Frisbee Club are
just as hard-core and passionate about their pursuit as any
player of one of America's
more recognized pastimes.
The men's team at JMU was
founded in 1997 and thg
women's team began only last
spring after their growing number precipitated their own division. Senior lily Beckwith, captain of the women's team, said
that ultimate Frisbee is just as
athletic as any of the other club
sports, but her club also seeks
out those looking for the fun
aspect of the sport.
"Everyone is laid-back,"
Beckwith said "It's also a social
thing to hang out with a bunch
of Frisbee girls and we get along
well with the guy's team, too."
Beckwith, who has played with
the team
for three years,
emphasize*, that those intended in trying out for the team
need not be experienced.
"When I first started I didn't
know a thing about it. That's
why 1 liked the team, because of

\

the people. They're willing to
teach you how to play."
But don't think the team is
just one big social group either.
A lot goes into training the
pl.n ITS to compete well during
the season. "Frisbee is definitely harder than people think it
is," Beckwith said. "For the
tournaments you can play as
many as 12 games and about
eight hours worth of running
so you have to be in fairly good
shape. We also play against
highly competitive schools."
Beckwith hopes this year to
recruit more girls to the team
after many members graduated
last spring. "We would like to
have a team of at least 16 but
there's no set limit."
Senior Jo Sharrard is also an
experienced member of the
Ultimate Frisbee Club, having
played for two years after being
introduced to the team by
Beckwith. "The peoples' attitudes are what I like the most,"
Sharrard said. "We have a
camaraderie that keeps bringing you back for more.''
Sharrard has high aspirations for the team this aiming
w ,u 'This will be a year of
building up the team after we
lost four experienced players
(from graduation). We're going
to get new people excited and
motivated to play."
Sophomore Dan Curran, cocaptain of the men's team, also
spoke of a tight bond amongst
alt the members. "We have the

most unique bunch of peoplf
you'll ever find, the nicest
bunch. Of playing the sport,
Curran said, "It's incredibly
physical and you're running
nonstop throughout the games.
For training, there are set drills,
(the teaching of) techniques of
throwing a Frisbee for exact
spot placement, and practicing
repeatedly to get good."
Curran has his sights on
another quality season of
ultimate Frisbee. "Last year
we were one point away
from making regionals and
had freshmen and sophomores new to the team. Now
they're more experienced
and along with some fresh
people this year we'll be a
team to reckon with."
Both teams practice about
two to three times per week,
with practices usually held at
either Godwin field
or
Bridgeforth Stadium. The team
also competes at Godwin field,
however usually travels to
other schools such as the
Universitv of Maryland, the
College of William & Mary, the
University of Richmond and
Salisbury University for games.
The season, which lasts
year-round, begins this week,
and mns through April. For
more information, contact
Beckwith
regarding
the
women's
team
at
beckwilm@fmu.edu; for the
men's team contact Curran at
currandp@imu.edu.
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Fumbles haunt JMU in home opener Fans are
FUMBLES .from page 1
Meanwhile. Hampton didn't
turn the ball over at all.
"We lold them in pregame. if
we protect the ball, well win the
ball game," Hampton coach Joe
Taylor said. '1 felt like if we protected the football and didn't
give the opponent extra opportunities, that we would have a
chance and we didn't have a lot
of turnovers. We didn't have a
lot of first downs either, but we
didn't have a lot of turnovers."
Matthews said, "You've got
to credit them for not turning the
ball over. I used to tell our players either you win or you lose,
and we're not going to sit
around and talk about how character building the comeback
was. The reason we were behind
was because we were idiots.
You've got to give them credit
for not turning the ball over.
Thaf s part of the game. We just
dropped the ball. They didn't
ever nit us.
"All these yards, if we don't
fumble the ball, we win. If we
ran quarterback sneaks 75 times
tonight, we would have won the
game. And instead, because of
our fumbling and dropped passes — you can't make enough
yards to overcome a fumble."
However,
the
Dukes
almost overcame their ball
handling woes.
Down three points with five
minutes and 50 seconds to play
in the fourth quarter, JMU started its final drive on its own 24
yard line.
The Dukes moved down the
field as they picked up two first
downs on a 12-yard run by redshirt sophomore tailback Pervis
Binns and on a 13-yard pass to
junior wide receiver Alan
Harrison.
After two more runs, JMU
found itself with a third down
and four situation. Red-shirt
sophomore quarterback Matt
LeZotte tried to call a timeout,
but the Dukes were out of them,
and the play resulted in a delay
of game.
Matthews later took the
blame for not having any timeouts after using them all earlier
"We had a lot of kids out
with cramps, and their backups didn't know they were
supposed to be in the game.

They missed the substitution.
It was my fault," he said.
Now facing a third and nine,
LeZotte threw a pass down the
middle, but the ball fell incomplete. Going for it on fourth
down, LeZotte's pass fell just
short, turning the ball over to
I iampton with 2.01 to play.
With no timeouts left for
JMU, Hampton ran out the clock
to end the game and the Dukes'
comeback
"I think both teams showed a
lot of character there, not giving
up," Taylor said. 'To hang in
there and show the character
that we did, it was a great win
for us on the road."
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...you can't make
enough yards to
overcome a fumble.
— Mickey Matthews
football coach
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Despite trailing by 24 points,
the Dukes did not give up either.
With 522 left in the third quarter,
Binns ran in a five-yard touchdown for his first score of the
season. The extra point pulled
JMU back to within 31-14.
The Dukes' defense held the
Pirates to three and out and got
the ball back with under three
minutes left in the third.
JMU marched down the
field, with Binns finishing off
the drive with a touchdown
run from three yards out.
LeZotte missed the last five
plays of the drive after getting
hit, but returned on JMU's
next possession.
Once again, the defense came
through for the Dukes, forcing
Hampton to punt.
On the first play from
scrimmage, Binns cut to the
outside and ran down the
sideline for a 47-yard touchdown with 9:18 to play
"I had to read when [senior
wide receiver) Mike (Connelly]
went over, and since he went
outside, I had to cut back and I
just ran and scored the touchdown," Binns said. "Like coach
told me, head for the pylons."
The extra point cut the

Hampton lead to three and
looked as though (MU might
pull the upset — even more so
when the Dukes forced the
Pirates to punt once again.
Hampton safety Travis
Oliver said, '1 think in the second half, we came out a little
taxed. We got a bunch of big
plays early and got excited and
thought the game was over, and
that's something we need to
work on going into next week."
With the ball on its own 43yard line, JMU pushed down
the field with a three-yard run
from Binns and a 10-yard pass to
red-shirt sophomore Chris Iorio.
With a first and 10 from the
Hampton 44-yard line, Binns
fumbled on a run up the middle.
"I saw ti hole open up and
a guy came u j iorm the side and
hit me and I didn't have the ball
high and tight," Binns said.
Thanks to JMU's mishaps,
Hampton built its early lead
after struggling early After JMU
scored on a 4-yard run by redshirt
sophomore
Rondell
Bradley, a blown coverage led to
a 67-yard touchdown pass for
the Pirates on their first play
from scrimmage.
With the score tied at 7-7,
I Iampton recovered a JMU fumble, leading to four-yard touchdown run. The Pirates added a
field goal to take a 177 lead at
the half.
The problems continued
early in the second half, as JMU
fumbled at its own 17 yard line.
Hampton's Vemon Woodson
grabbed the loose ball and ran it
in for a touchdown.
Ahead 24-7, Hampton took
advantage of another JMU
turnover, this time an interception by Oliver, which led to
another touchdown.
Missed opportunities and
blown chances had Matthews
frustrated following the loss.
"I just knew we were a lot
better team than them,"
Matthews said. "As the stats
bear out, we were kind of having our way with them early. I
just knew if we had played,
obviously if he doesn't drop
that ball at the end (not fumble
but catch), we would have
pulled it out there at the end.
"But it didn't work out that
way. I thought we had plenty

winners
in MLB
settlement

of possessions left to have
enough time to score. You
could tell we weren't trying to
throw the ball down the field
with our young offensive line.
I knew the stats looked this
bad and that they had one
play the whole game, so there
was plenty of time to win."
Despite the offensive numbers the Dukes put up and the
defensive stops late in the
game, Matthews still was upset
with the loss.
"I'm not pleased with any of
it," he said. "We lost. I told our
players if anyone wants to sit
down and listen to them pat
them on the back about how
much character building that
was, then they are in the wrong
business. We lost the game and
I don't want to hear anyone
being nice to us."
However, without the fumbles and the interception. JMU
put together an exceptional
offensive game. Binns finished
with 122 yards on the ground,
while LeZotte threw ll-for-19
with 107 yards.
Matthews said he never had
seen a team lose when beating a
team statistically.
"I've never seen one like
that. And what's even more
crazy is that they had 1 SO yards
and half of it was on one play,"
Matthews said of Hampton's
67-yard touchdown pass.
Even Hampton's coach
Taylor was shocked, saying he
couldn't remember seeing anything like that before
While holding onto the ball
may be a main point heading
into next week, Matthews said
getting the team healthy will be
the objective.
Bradley and Binns, among
others, have missed recent
practices
with
injuries.
LeZotte's injury is not expected
to be serious, according to
Matthews.
"I think he got (his arm| bent
back a bit and I think it will
probably be a day or two before
we'll know," Matthews said.
"Obviously he came back and
played, so it wasn't terribly serious, but we'll have to find out."
JMU will take on the
University of New Hampshire
at home this Saturday at 6 p.m.
at Bridgeforth Stadium.

FANS, from page U
away. Put down the paper, you're
needed in Neverland.
The problem with the steroids
deal is that there still remains some
gray area on the issue. The system
doesn't adequately punish those
guilty of steroid use. We also are
left wondering whether or not
Creatine and Andro eventually
will be outlawed and whether or
not Bonds has a liver left.
Perhaps the feature of the deal
that will be most interesting to see
pan out will be revenue snaring.
Richer clubs annually will be
required to transfer $258 million to
the poorer clubs in the league,
phased in over the next four years.
Obviously, this is not great news
for the walking checkbook George
Steinbrenner. Hopefully we won't
see richer clubs padding their
numbers like some reverse Enron
to save themselves a few million,
but that wouldn't be a surprise.
The Twin Cities will keep its
ballclub thanks to Friday's deal.
The owners agreed to shelve contraction until 2006, a move that
saves the Twins and makes it more
likely that the Montreal Expos will
move
to
the
Northern
Virginia/D.C. area.
Now Minnesotans, get your
club a new stadium. They're winning the AL Central by at least 14
games despite having a payroll
comparable to what I make working for this paper. They deserve it.
Despite any lingering disillusionment on the part of the fans,
everyone came out of this weekend a winner, except George
Steinbrenner. But who cares?
There will be baseball, and the
replacement players will be left
waiting for the next labor crisis.
As for me, I hearby announce
my retirement from the game of
baseball. My playing days over,
you'll find me rooting on the hitters of the Deer Valley Little
league in hopes of keeping a hold
on that strikeout record.
Travis Clingenpeet is a senior
English major whose position at The
Breeze has been contracted as part of
Friday's agreement.
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Fidd hockey wins opener

JMU beat Appalachian State
University Sunday 60 to open
the season with a win. Senior
Came Phillips and red-shirt
sophomore Alissa SanUnna
each scored two goals.

Volleyball notches win
The Dukes (1-2) defeated
the University of New Orleans
30-24, 28-30, 30-22, 31-29
Saturday in Irvine, Calif., to
cam their first win in three
games this season.
Sophomore middle blocker
Kate 1 in hs tallied 15 kills in
the win for JMU

Women's soccer wins
Wachovia Challenge
JMU (1-0-1) beat No. 19
Rutgers University in penalty
kicks Friday and topped the
University of Richmond 5-1
Sunday to take the Wachovia
Challenge in Richmond.
Red-shirt senior Beth
McNamara was named the
tournament's Most Valuable
Offensive Player, while senior
Colleen
Mcllwrath was
named the Most Valuable
Defensive Player.

National titles highlight
summer for Archery
Junior Adam Wheatcroft
won the gold medal at the U.S.
Open of Archery August 3.
Rising senior Caleb Heller also
won the men's compound
bow gold medal at the
Intercollegiate
Archery
Championships in May.
Wheatcroft and Heller also
won gold as part of the threeman U.S. team at the Word
University
Archery
Championships in July
Junior Megan Bowker
earned gold as part of the
U.S. women's team that
placed first overall.
Overall, seven Dukes
were named to the AllAmerica squad last May,
including Heller, Wheatcroft,
senior Sharon Ryder, rising
junior Megan Bowker, rising
senior Brad Fiala, senior Jim
Rainbolt and rising sophomore Stephanie Pylypchuk.

Rockingham Cooperative
GMATAGREALSAUMCAUDATXTOEFL

Classes
starting soon!

Win a Jeep!
(Grand Prize Drawing 12/14/OZNo Purchase Necessary)

LSAT begins on 10/15
MCAT begins on 1/15
Take a practice GRE, LSAT, GMAT or MCAT
Saturday, October 6th

9am
Burruss Hall
James Madison University

Call now to reserve your space!

KAPLAN

Next Monthly Drawing October 1,2002 for
$100 Gift Certificate for
ROCKY FOOTWEAR
One winner from each location!

Complete Rules and Registration box
available at all locations.
Register once each day you are in one of the
Rockingham Cooperative stores.

1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com
•Test mrnes m repstered uademaiM rt men respective wws

Test Prep, Admissions and Guidance. For life.

Locations:
Rockingham Cooperative
True Value

Mossy Oak Apparel
Alpine Binoculars
Bleu Water Company
American Security Sales

Sponsors:

Harrisonburg
Hartman Motors
Bridgewater
Cline Energy
Elkton
Swift Rifle Scopes
Timbervi|le
Rocky Footwear
Woodstock Verstandig Broadcasting
Monterey
Parker Compound Bows

t
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT
4 ■•tfroom.
a Bath • full
baaamant. SI.000. Call 4334541.

ADVERTISE YOUR
RENTAL PROPERTY
IN THf IRttZt
CLASSIFIEDS!
low Meet, Great Retullt!
5*8-4127

FOR 8ALE
Great Clothes. Hob»wai«i,
Books. Stuffl Gift & Thnn, 227 N.
Mam.
IBM Acre Lage.ill ■ Fuity loaoed
car In eicellent condition,
112.000 miles. $8,400 Must see!
(.i I 540942 3887.

The Olae shea** ■ 690 N. Main
and Wash. Street All kinds of
treasures, tables, sofas, cnew*.
kitchen apoliancas, dishes,
clothes, and much, much more.
Just come by and sea for yourself.
rtturs. Tnunv. m.. Sat 10am-6pm.

HELP WANTED
Fraternities. Sororities, Clubs,
Student Qrowps • Earn $1,000
J2.000
with
the
easy
Camousfundraiaer com three hour
fund raising event. Does not involve
crectt card applications Fund raising
ones are nifeng qwcWy. so can today)
Contact Campusfundraiser com at
888*233238 ox vts<l our wabSAe at
www, campjsftj U ■ajai.oomKarn Us te $800 Per Week assembling products at home. No
eiper-ence. Info. 1-985646-1700.
Oept VA4806

lfM Man faC-a ■ red. auto, AC.
CO. PW. PL. CC. good condition,
115K. 12.M5. or bait otfar. Call
4331816.
1M7 Farg laaart • AC, cassette.
PS. black, good tires, 35K miles,
S5.000 B/O, EC. 807-0308 or

BM MOO

Seorts Photographer Peeltlon •
available m Sports Madia for the
2002 2003 scnoa year. Protoyapn,
and Photoshop eiperience
praferred. Cad 568-3294.

New Hiring ■ifaeriei.aaa* aad
Herewofkmg WaH Marti Apply In
person at Manh's Smokehouse and
Deli at the beae of Messanunan on
Routs 33.

HlBlig/Otfasr gear Week ■ Can fit
your schedule. No eiperience
required Up to 114.95/hr. Only
serious apply No sailing. Send
SASE to: UES. 1102 N. Brand,
PMBS161. Dept. AC, Glendeie. CA
91202.

■■•tie Oaneara Wanted ■
excellent pay and benefits. Call
Kevin. 24*5047 or MS*. 6070433.
|or • perttime hotel
sales. Flexible hours, 15-20 hours.
Fax resume: 4334494.
Skywae •ymnaatlca laatmetors •
Call Michael. 433-3427. E-mail
mlking6#aol com for «nformeuon

Klneelology/Health Science
Mejirs • Women's Fitness Center
is seeking s dynamic sen starter
for part-time position available
immediately Ideal candidate will
have completed relevant fitness
course work and have health club
eiperience. Some early morning,
evening and weekend shifts
required. Call 434-9692.

SEI Technology

WANTED

is hinng for multiple position! at

Gymnistics Instructors
Hamunburg Psfks at Recreation ■■
KCking nrtiniitki instruclori for
Hi gymnastics program Mondays A
Wednesdays from )O0 - 7 JO
Classes range from preschool to
advanced Call 433-9161.

Hoaalng Off Campy* - Deluxe
aoubie-wida mobile home. Nice
nation nearby, upgrades, used 1
month. Zaro down lor qualified
buyer. Talk to your parents about
any tai advantage of a second
property. Call Chrla. 433-3233:
reference HH Castle
'•• VW Ml - 6 apaad manual
tfanamkaeton. new Urea, inspection
food through
7/03. good
condition. *a00. 433-3350

AMensten State* eVsabara • Travel
free 2003. Free trips, parties.
and meals. Party with MTV.
Hotteat destinations. Most
reliable. Call 1-4500-428-7710.
www.sunspJasMoin.corn

r Trains■■ Headed • 1250
a day potential Local positions.
18002933985
ILSOO Weekly PetarrOal • nvaiang
our circulars. Free information Catl
203€830202.
Wawted. Bartender ■ 21 or over
Experience or will tram, 434-5579.
Hate Wansed. fteed SSS • SaeWng
DJs. eiperience praferred. but
willing to train. Diverse musical
knowledge a plus Call 435-4389

our Remote File Maintenance
Facility in Hamsonburg, VA. We
have two ihifta available, the first
is from 7 im. to 3:30 p.m. and
the second is from 3:30 p.m. to
midnight We are looking to hire
both full and part-lime workers
SEI7 will provide you with great
expenence and allows you to
secure a government clearance
Don t wail another mornentl In
addition to great benefits, we also
offer tuition reimbursement for
those who work full-time To
apply please send resume to
resufne@sei-inc com or coma by
10 fill out an application it 230
University Blvd in Hamsonburg

StuSawts to Hat* on Horse Perm in eichange for lessons and nding
privileges. 30 minutes from JMU
Opportunity to show and foahunt
Very flexible. Call 828-3223 for
information

SERVICES
Computer Help In Vour Home • All
areas from internet to upgrades
and repairs. A* Certified. Call a
•PC Geek" now. 540432-9547 or
54t>4 78*873.
www Kanacompuiars.com

Attn

All Fraternities and
si Do you want to nave the
best parties? Then let me be your
DJ. Available Sunday through
Wednesday. Cafl for bookings and
information. 574-3622.
Lang Dletaatea II eenta/
mtaate ■ No feea No 10-10. Call
186*36*3489
http://beatratos iscool net

111 Early Spring Break Specials!
Cancun ft Jamaica from S429I
Free breakfast, dinner* ft parties!
Award winning company) Group
leaders free! Florida vacatlona from
S149f springtVsu»*rrave< com
l«0O678«386
»1 Spring aVaak Vecettaml 110*
beat pncasi Mexico, Jamaica,
Bahamas. Florida. Taxaa. Book now
and receive free parties and
msais. Campus raps wanted!

1*00234-7007
endless summer toura.com
Wanted! Spring Breakers! SCV
wants to send you on Spring Break
2003 to Cancun. Acaputco. Marstian.
Jamaica or Via Bahamas for free! Call
now at 1-800-796-4788 or email at
sak9SdHuncoaetvacatlona.com

Spring liut 200S - is now
sponsorsd by Student Express'
Cancun. Acapuico. Maiatian.
Jamaica, Bahamas. South Padre.
Las Vagea, Florida, and ibi/a
BOOR early and get free meets!
Student Express sponsors the
best parties and is now hiring
salaried Salespeople. Campus
Reps, and On site Staff. Contact
www.studenteiprass.com or l*0O
787-3787 for details.
Aot New) Guarantee the best
spring break prices' South Padre,
Cancun, Jamaica. Bahamas,
Acapuico. Florida, and Mardigras.
Travel free, reps needed, earn
$$S. Group discounts for 6*. Call
l*8tVTHtNKSUN (1*88*44*578.
oept 2626.)
www. springbreehdiscounf s. com
Spring
Break 2001 with
fahsdeneaty.ooarl R/trip arr. hotel,
free food and 150% lowest price
guarantee! Reps wanted' Organize
15 friends, earn 2 free trips, VIP
treatment, cash and prires to
promote StudantCity.com' Cal
1 800 293 1445 or a mail
saieagHtuoJeniclty.com todayl

I leva yosj, tab*. Send a message
to someone through The Breeze
classified ad -Personals". Call
568*127 lor mformation

Sexual Assault Survivors

Support Group forming now.
Mondays 7 p.m.
Contact JIB lor more information
568-3407 or mpperJasJtmu rdu

Subscriptions
to The Breeze
are Available!
F-or only S40 for
third class mailings,
or $80 for first class

01 Spring Break • Free trips,
parties, meals. Lowest prices
Parties with MTV/Jerry Springer.
Featured with MSNBC Better than
avert www.aunspfashrours.com
1*00-426-7710.

NOTICE
aaassgesai ef ftasscssf st

PERSONALS
Skydlvel One day first Tandem
skydives from 2 1/2 miles upt
22 jumper aircraft JMU student
discounts! Call 1 877 34*3759
(877 DIVE SKY)
www sAyd'veormnge com

mailings, you can receive
an entire year of

The Bren*\
Please send your name.
address Jr. payment to.

HI Sarty Spsslalil Spring Break
Bahamas party cruiaal 5 days
$2991 Includes meals, parties!
Awesome beaches. nightlife!
Departs from Florida! Oat group go free! wnajbnse^/evsv.com

1*00*76*366

The Brttlt
James Madison University
" 11. Anihorry-Seeter Hall
MSC680S
llamtonburg. VA 22807

Sell your items in The Breeze classifieds!
Just $15 to run your ad for the entire semester or until it sells (whichever comes firsts
This offer is good through Decfraber 5, .2002 and only applies to advertising in the Tor Sale" section. Ads must be 20 words or less. Offer applies to individual items only
Retail stores and businesses do not qualify for this special offer. All ads are subject to Breeze approval.

Don't miss out on this great deal!
:
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s now a Breeze to place a classified ad. 1
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Use your credit card! 1
Phone: 568-6127.
Fax: 568-568-6736.
E-mail: the_breeze@jmu.edu.

Till

RECOMMENDS
"A fascinating and disturbing account of
man's strange relationship with plants and
plant science. Beautifully written, it is as
compelling as a detective thriller."
—Penelope Hohhouse, author of On Gardening

"Burger manages to make the story of her
relationship with her pet, Tiko, ialo one of
the warmest, funniest and weirdest
memoirs of the year."
—Publishers Weekly

"Immortal Class is an engaging memoir
which reflects on urban bike messengers
and their activities...An intriguing study."
—Library Journal
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568-6127
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